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Introducing Web-based Technology Enhanced Language

Learning (TELL) Courses and Resources for In-Service EFL

Teachers

18

Abstract
English language competence has become more and more important in

today's world. Using computer technology to enhance second/foreign

language learning is not a new practice. For over 30 years, researchers

and teachers worldwide have been using computer technology in

teaching foreign languages. In recent years, some Taiwanese teachers

have begun to incorporate TELL/CALL (computer assisted language

learning) into English language education. However, TELL/CALL

remains not popular among Taiwanese teachers, and many in-service

English teachers are not able to catch up with the rapid developments

of information technology. Without proper trainings, English teachers

will not be able to incorporate technology into teaching. In fact, the

web is an ideal platform to deliver online courses and trainings.
Language teachers can gain access to web courses and resources from

any place at anytime. In responding to the pressing needs of
Taiwanese EFL teachers, in this paper we introduce various web-based

TELL/CALL courses and resources to in-service Taiwanese teachers.

It is expected that more English teachers will make good use of these

local and international resources and will try to better integrate
computer and information technology into their teaching.

Key Words: teacher development, technology, web, computer-assisted

language learning (CALL), asynchronous learning
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M:MAWA,b**#faXAA

A Survey of Primary School English Education in Miao-li

County

Abstract

A crucial components of educational refoimstarting English
education from grade 5 began this year. Many studies have

examined primary school English education in various cities and
counties in Taiwan. Miao-li County has not yet attracted researchers'

attention. To fill this gap, this study surveyed 1) the English teaching

personnel of elementary schools in Miao-li County; 2) the selection of

children's ELT materials in Miao-li County's elementary schools; 3)

students' experience of and attitude toward English learning. Two
questionnaires were distributed to collect data. One was to English

teachers or the principal of each primary school in Miao-li County, the

other was to fifth graders. Of a total of 118 primary schools in Miao-li

County, 100 responded. As for the fifth grader survey, there were 1018

valid questionnaires. It was found that the majority of Miao-li primary

school English teachers are well-trained and prepared, yet uncertified.

With regard to the selection of teaching materials, it appeared that

most teachers' preferences are identical, though the criteria used to

select materials varied. Concerning the students' experience with

learning English, the results showed that 68.3% of the participants

have studied English.

Key Words: teacher, teaching materials, primary school English

education
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A 3.2

*MtIMOR4A7**d-fVfscA444-AtiffitA_Eot#,AA*4
(N=5o)

ii-PI ItSil **Si +gill 4*.l. til
)3 ± 14 102.57 10.92

At*Ii -0.59*I. 36 104.69 11.62

X 4_ 14 98.79 7.79
0.11

36 98.44 10.21

13 a $44 X 1 14 99.79 7.98 -1.27g a ic-4. 36 104.03 11.40

151 ETtiM R.Mt*i *A 'ft ht -411-4.At°441. 1-11 YcA
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44-3i1.014 °
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t t13 -t- WI-44A *
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1982; Farhady, 1982; Good & Brophy, 1990; Lakoff, 1973; Maccoby & Jacklin, 1974;
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A 4.2.1

4kiliMs*A4AllsaMit*A=A4..E.OtkOMA*4

t kit TO
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(0Atfiv4RROxFtflAgItAt*d_EAMV-1

00-4:9c04-11fitflAik4ARWIRflo
00,0.Wct,s(fFtflO*AY:11Mf1;4124.4g41
Rt,xfitfugfit*IMAN4140

(2) f4-4134StOCAf:Sightf VAA010101
41k4A 4.2.1 4te.$,J8L h: S11 tf*1--1.- V tcAotlkit fil _E.
At.*itg Alt (F=2.42 ) 4tflifrl*1-*S11..#419- E14-If 1511

4.2.3

triAllteMA4M.t.fl-a.rgthwiyit*diz.#44,1_*-AA3)14

461t-A

Source SS Df MS F Post Hoc

f#tN$q

4%..- f`Ct

Agrt,
237.30
634.53

1

1

237.30
634.53

2.70
5.47* a2 >al

il

A.----iaf

4MRANE
871.70
189.82

1

1

871.70
189.82

775**
2.28

bl >b2

it 1 : *p<.05 **p<.01
it 2 : : al : --41k* a2 : 4g4M-,

bl tf.ift b2 11*ft

(3)lerfiecli-C8L*SUblutt-4t4ittif40
Eilfitev*gq4.13.0,-$414-tgA-t.tkitffl AM* ( F=8.37,13

< .01 ) ob424 P671.-; AtA465*--ItuT °

(0AmflAual-gittaA4RfM*0
60AtAq,gfit14.0a*-AtNA*4Allatilfitfl.
00AAi9s.ft,scfRIM4A*Ilfitl;1tAgfiM76
r12,JcfMngfMfIMAN414.
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A 4.2.4

371$444ge: )311zflA r ot§-$411-tgAJ
461-2-A

Source SS df MS F Post Hoc

f4itiP1
A 1.f Ft
-0Mtit;

386.22
379.10

1

1

386.22
379.10

5.13*
3.54*

al >a2
a2> al

* 'pi (p=.061)

A --41tAt
A gf R,R

1468.91
34.68

1

1

1468.91
34.68

14.38***
0.48

bl >b2

it I *p<.05 ***p<.001
it 2 : *Ittbt. : al : /aA* a2 :

bl : b2 AfFt,
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4suk 4L $.8.AA .±. 413 41,11.30i- Slut *fit
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i4-0AP9 * V (It Xfi 401g$110*
4,-41311*--hitffl.310V-K ° filzff-tOitAttfEsJA*11114X4u--Ft 11144-M-1--

1.0* 19 4&011-3U AX41-tg-q--Pal3±-Vt04,fta -14-1-14 to4044403M

ItIVAWrc-.41. 71-k*4ftwat*litrn*Fslittlif;;441114*-44,1fg-
*/)(1!34-5k
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2. 4n--± /611141c h; Z.143--_,10M Wei 01. X-
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-T-Y-3 tic tait*SIX-ii-rt-fte4ktiOMA 4.2.5 °
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Nillc41:41.5-&th

(i)lit.eft-±.FM/61111LIITs)A4PAV-14 °
(ii)ft,01. RAT , kilis4131-03 ik.13 ,4Is 4;113* rh firs °

,41sitir!JfIMufflifIlt,f1,40A-4-1.4
°

A 4.2.6

5.6-60)41e*4J

41114-A

Source SS df MS F Post Hoc

i6/11/fic 1

70.97 2 35.49 3.98
Agfiq, 1282.67 2 641.33 5.65* al >a2, a3

*03,1

-0.JL-ti,13 221.79 1 221.79 3.10
326.39 1 326.39 2.55

A 1#3411 456.10 1 456.10 455* b 1 >b2

it 1 :

it 2 : *Ittbtik al 3tts a2 tts a3 47411

bl b2 Pl*M

(2) fittIJJtgisclit*Sil 114f1INAOThil*
( F=6.56,13

<.01 )' , it a Scheffe'5-k it4-14 tb 401 °

4mA 4.2.7 *At Alit*-4tuT °

(Ost.firtf-±Jillal*,r11stl*IgI614M11-14
AV: t tis , 31: 11-7*Fivail

(iii)ialify ph* 4=zte3 APA *A

-ft 033)-ti EIA 43 R-
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A 4.2.7

1:1/65143/1.411-XiSq-Z-f1-4- z-SI/Wt-2-AtA'e44-461*-A

Source SS df MS F Post Hoc
Alitt 1

4.5cfFt. 179.85 2 89.92 1.44
AgfR. 1149.95 2 574.98 7.68*** al >a2, a3

*311

,3t.-gls 88.49 1 88.49 1.64
A ti".111 1167.78 1 1167.78 15.02*** bl >b2
A A ttfl 192.76 1 192.76 2.72

it 1 :.***p<.001
it 2 : *Ikkk,40/ : al : A.* a2 47* a3 4741s

bl b2

(3) 1: *gift. IA. Sffi a ViA
Fbi6g4sf..144.*; z1,14. 1§$44 tiftW Z§A/F VA* ( F=3.46,13

< .05 ) &cit. 'itgt Scheffe'5-kit.4-144kJE4P1 °
*a A 4.2.8 MAI; *ittA.461-t-4v3T °

(i)tflq,,4"--±Jiqffl16111.4k 614M-444 °
(ii)UriFt1111- 3b414/131-441 IVA" °

(iii)k-glifistftfogq...14.44r41-4 , t
Irt0f4-4-=P-Vetti-tuliPATIWAFtf±

A 4.2.8

*JUL h:S11-Z-4_4. I- t§-$-P-IN -t-V-4.1--t-ttA4-4#461k

Source SS df MS F Post Hoc

i6.014t 1

134.04 2 67.02 0.87
4.01f Ft 1624.92 2 812.46 7.98*** al >a2, a3

M

4. A.411 41.80 1 41.80 0.50
-ri:' 411 813.35 1 813.35 8.46** bl >b2
-4- 4341S 623.02 1 623.02 7.02** bl >b2

it 1 **p<.01 ***p<.001
it 2 AAP a2 t-ars a3 411

1)1 St.*R. b2
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4-W14n, nr.101X,114-f5 °
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;

tifAFMA
tfl*AL tgAM 11-3fRAt. ° 411413 gf IAEA , t
47,411f4tWtfritillEatilifFtf±,JibtriA54444%-gihttf,41t01-
-44-44411OVA °

3. 411± 4te $1101-*3141L LA_--11114k1V1144- 1_0 14
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4.2.9

* 161114k 4. At*Ii- 4-"N tc ifr t RA-Z- 4= it tic A-

IVA 161141 I

It & fVtiltV it, tr 13 AI hi* kilt

At

d

-Ak.,f ACM
-f-itit(M)
# *A(SD)

61
103.49

9.22

68
100.47
12.00

154
98.96
10.50

283
100.30

10.73

A(N)
+it CM)
4*1(SD)

48
100.90

7.43

64
101.05
10.78

46
101.15

8.53

158
101.03

9.17

-kg
ACM
-TA it(M)
# * A(SD)

109
102.35

8.54

132
100.75

11.38

200
99.46
10.10

441
100.56

10.20

V
At

A

ilt,
A(N)
+ACM)
# *A(SD)

61
96.93

7.63

68
95.18

9.97

154
93.49

8.86

283
94.64

8.97

4 it f Ft
ACM
-TACK
# *A(SD)

48
94.81

6.94

64
93.39

8.86

46
94.87

6.92

158
94.25

7.57

kit
ACM
+ACM)
# *1(SD)

109
96.00

7.38

132
94.31

9.28

200
93.81

8.46

441
94.50

8.49

a
a
*--

A-t
M

-tk.
ACM
-T-itti(m)
# *1( SD)

61
103.36

9.06

68
100.56

11.18

154
98.30
10.13

283
99.93
10.34

gfi Af ft
ACM
-TLAtt(m)
# A* (SD)

48
101.06

9.06

64
99.62

8.82

46
99.41

7.36

158
100.00

8.47

A $1(1`1)

#* A (SD)

109
102.35

9.09

132
100.11

10.08

200
98.55

9.56

441
99.96
9.70

eta 4.2.1 TTAa :ft$110116314SLiffiiVA-t-IA4tiliA4thill34*

iJo

V Ycfcr,ta ;544-* tfi *it NV- 7k* .araPT34-.4.*-k:Ufit-±

44- 17i 4K 4. AOL 414 > r17 11* > 41* gfi 14 3i fk 411 kt-f- 1*
*ft 3L, 12 hi= gfi fc th At *II V Stt

alz-P-titA(445-k *fflit,14*FAN)4)66etitt °

4 - tife

ititi
*41-tflika-F#14

A441,41-1AgIbtelAt*dafAMAaig4AtM14074M*0*241-
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o
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r fftftiN r sq If liz, r Atu*,11_, r Eisoi*-14 t

tejI.§_itffl U.AV-1.4 (F=8. 07, p<. 01 ; F=8. 37, p<. 01 ) 413 -IiittASt.
f/Pit*t± Wet M TVA` if RA. it,-$44- °

h-T1)--10c-f-AAtoVisc13-a141-tifLE*ctiikgfigAR-,01L---la-A611,-
tt-f- gfi irtA aq-1,e01151.41s.1 ° f-R.IttiMn r

V SitA _1 tk,ft *AM ,

r 16/14k 1 _1 r*: g1.1 r 7**11_ t kff )41 AM ( F=3. 52, p < . 05

igjE4A.rwttA jig r tt-4-4 j ..ff-4/F 3); AM V- (F=6. 56, p<. 01 ;

F=3. 46, p<. 05 ) ° 4 IV 16git 1 19 fl-_-7-411t6-A4134 A-4

rn ; 0141-Nt-,1111)Wls***lertliarliff4orh4i1 :ki6gist.1 1,- , X-itAA

IteepbtiPtil*Ar174140410,AAOkscMA4:1/M;IwIAMIOg
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= 4.44:IIMitfil
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-0-$4.491 tomultit_=:3414)4f toggtzieuttn±o41- otitikiftwAtAilitc-

, , Atfify rillsgit-44. 414 14 ° 440 tc*Zt. ' 43tif ISA

Wg'f/]* it44-11)tf 44°A qttfi ISA TT a A-11-f IPA 01V-Att-Wig**tiz:
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3. 41,41- 47 12 4t

#0,7:JIMAAaAa-4.441-40
Teacher : Peter runs to school.

Class : Peter is running to school.

Teacher : Mary cooks in the kitchen.

Class : Mary is cooking in the kitchen.

4. gfi 4k4A.1-. Ati-*Ith , **It Ai.*IPP If VI

5. gfi4(-41-.14- " A , Attaftfil:AxA114 if)tf A/1414.1(AM
A )14-**IPITATI T °

6. 31 441.#141c.-A4-44-11-t, , ±
IV.11., 503 01 It OiNco ; ;

; gt- , tmtu for E.,

At tgIVIT/41-Alt?
7 gfit-.11CII.A4scitlie. itsc,13AV,(.71)ta-fud,olt itATtfi

irmi.ettfifiluEi413ItEntf.l. °
8. tk5fi.nilif IA** V F-51(01,41,fti

M4ta:**t0aAWA:0°
Teacher "Peter drives to school." Mary.

Mary Peter doesn't drive to school.

Teacher Very good. " Peter is driving to school." Jack.

Jack Peter isn't driving to school.

9. gf#4.-asti,t4A17t4t.--..k.L. -7---alf.1.* V sok

MIA ,..ii.7.440A.5-k.
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10. 441"04§±.---5k-Y11-÷ ' 4-A-41R nil *.ICT67

4ATMOAit,tigN*that4ligt"
likes stinky tofu.

has visited Tainan.

goes to school by motorcycle.

11. 44±A*10.:4i# rt7 ft Ehl MA A. A- + , All Ift*
A6,4ttitagOtA6**WA*Ag410.4-46,k4k.

12. *4+1 #14'1-*Alt# ' W-31- Ilk
V .41.4ck

13. tJfl rI2 Scial Ai ff Abu °

Student What is "whale"?

Teacher "Whale"Kk r
14. 3A- gfi ;iff X5-1- 431.1..n FoA_ it II

1§,14to S + will + RV. = S + be going to +RV.

He will clean the room. = He clean the room.

I will take a shower. = I going take a shower.

15. 41. 4..*11 06-1 4-- ELSA A15141.0f1 111 Al PI 4 It

#44to Teacher: What do you like to eat? Mary: I like to eat orange.

Mary : What do you like to eat? John : I like to eat orange.

16. itriA T I 14 PF oti firA "Ct.* ° 1§44tu 4041 r

J 4T2 r J =Mt+ 04P-V-gth
**JAM:AXIPOAT-4Q1M,0#4.4A40att-fAM-Otga
*MOHA-01-A,A424/.1.t*titi**04A,A,ft#Aigih-00aA
VA-M**fuit4tmalkI.

17.kgve4411,044-** 0114kSOLIA'*fl*Affig-XiAM
M4-11-g04-A.

18.*4*-141-14-44R4OX4-14A-414MAkfflat4SP2A
041-7-U4-
#11 Malaysia is very likely to win the World Cup this year.

-->Malaysia is almost certain to win the World Cup this year.

19. gfi411113::4XteatiAiztil °

.g
J

O °

20. V-1,14.XA. ASALLERM- , tjLFiE
21. Afi-.1 -41-*4o 0-1-§-14 , 91, litt/e44- bb*Stit 11 4k -

ship/sheep; seat/sit; cup/cop.

22. gfi tit.] 718. 3i& Vc ** t °
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10.5t.,111: Mtg.*

gfi PUJ Au I ? gfi .1.41U *A*414

,t44414-0-WA_E'AS441*MA0**WeliA",i0t.t.4.-4-4
MA** * ISA 0

21 h" A- AIR ° *14cu

X 444 /17 kg* F0-I'M a fl *1-=4-61.45Siatin-- P4'

111 Llk Alf-h- a 4' AO °

24. r 4404 1-41%4-1-0 411 414- ± r AEC ,
T *AA .1-0M gfv44t41 M*A.- A**A0MA

11-ffl*.X0A50-igs*4'41,k*,t3i*AA0
25.44,*4*R'n14-*VMAMA-41-10**,&01A91111A41A*4=°
26. 41,144,441-1-31,1hitY1-03k ithugtifzg, ° ,

* ° ItitttlAzAkittlitthothit *Oth
4'Atf±96AXA-14t--0A.4*.XIXA-0
*lb : Take out a pen. Take out a piece of paper. Write a letter (imaginary).

Fold the letter. Put it in an envelope. Put a stamp on the envelope.

Mail the letter.

27.444,4f6A4IWI,AffAta&fltvisc4,41-14ARte.,A41
4* r13 At§ gt.* V a °

28. tvA*Sc. ft 25' I- _EX Z-11, Mitie* 'V,

it**W9g*A2.015-6-Wkaiti*'144-9411e4°
29.-litAteris404-40,1-A4190,11 *h-4,4qmkam&A4

14-1-0 A. AAA it , Aft+ hat* °
30. fieAktigHqa _US tug AI , 4i-A0A-R A.4E11 '141-11.&

rflib 0711 + faul ittillti4c4402.
I A-07- AP6-71z
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t-ffi*. otvtvti f ilktA ht.WtitiliflAat
FA 13 12..*A.0 t RA

1. fs5 it 1tt

la, N.

fa, sT A A

Itt ai it a
lek, g

I& sT A A

4It * 45 it. Itt

* 3f,

Iti- iff. T'T itf irf

A * ifs st
it

sT Aa a if*
a. At ili a g

1 E
2 fl C3EEEEEEEEflEEE
4EJEEJ D E5ULIJLILILILILILIJE6D EE7EEEEEEEEEEEE
8 DDD 0 , LJDN .

: . E
9 C
ioLJDJD Li LILi CiiLILiELUILUI
12 , 0 E
13 C
14 LiLi LiLi fl : HE15LILiLiLILIILILiLIEL
16 Ei

17 C
i8LiLi LiLiEJD L]Li LiLi C
19 C
20 LiLi LiLi LiD Li Er

21 C
22 Li DLI LiLiLi Li LiDEE
23LiLiLiLILILILiLIEIEILILiEILILiLI
24LiLJLiLiLiLi EDLIEILiD E
25LILiLILiLiLILiLILiLILiLILiLILiE
26 CI Li Li, C
27 C
28 E
29LiLiLiLiLiLiLILiLILiLILiLILiLiLiLiLiLIE
3OELIDDDD LiLiLiLiDLiLiLiLiL
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Fait'
aiiitlifg***1

-A-3-v4tt-ILIStfh-efg-94,0

#44.44,if g***1
-kiiiiikftWOM-400+44A-fizaV7V,41:74*V0
00. et Ai.L.t 43 0

TEACHER: Mary walks to school.

CLASS: Mary doesn't walk to school.

TEACHER: Mary is walking to school.

CLASS: Mary isn't walking to school.
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68

Interactions Between Classroom Activity, Enjoyment,

Effectiveness, and Oral Participation

Abstract
The study discusses the positive relation between oral classroom
participation and language proficiency; then explores the important
factors that might affect students' oral classroom participation,
especially factors related to classroom activities. The views that
teachers and students have toward communicative activities were also

analyzed. This analysis considered gender, type of school, department

and geographic location of the teachers and students. Since

differences do exist between teachers and students, it is suggested that

teachers take students' views into serious consideration to avoid a
mismatch between teaching and learning. Interesting and effective

activities for improving students' oral classroom participation are
provided. Suggestions on classroom activities for foreign language

teachers of learners from different types of schools, departments,

geographic locations and genders are also included.

Key Words: classroom activity, oral classroom participation,

effectiveness, communicative activity, mismatch between

teachers and students
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Aat#44:4314J.01-11*41

r44rA 01* , tPc . t )14 T WI'

43 #48 0 .14 t gl 't 'MOM- UV?: , gt -14 -416613 tvg- of)

1.-k.A.51.44APFet V Bh alkiflAtti611141-* 441---MW it.ttfltAA44, ° sc..t4e*

X$t*4 *-PSEVAV41-4§i§A-40;itifstfiff ft.41,1103.)-46-it#2.4-4W

Vt*V4frtit§1"-ft:A.Scr-fit , itfi447-ft*t§ 43-#1011S.1040t

ofi4e fu4114 . 3c1c4t tk *-14,4 tt'

-t-ikiihtirl itt*fi6PIATRA ta *AO siF

itBh °

toti)-44- wieutt*

wzka-g-IM47a4VidklOgtgl, AbAlritutt4,1-Tht
#*01a44ta4AWt#414023-444Eifflzt,X*IAMAttA0
ailLatflaX0tA0 MA,*at4ILE-WtM4.4kAAaA-4a0f
V 4-)101,3 AS: 4 a mA He is not always late for class. ( A ft_h_ Mak

ittiq (e, 0 : 1t_r_g.at* ,itittfij 0 0 ) We did not complete homework until 5

in the afternoon. (A API T Enit a.4 x)j ° tiAni iCT

ot xb )-51- R., 44-§,AN)M-44I1-4 4g-,1&tall-T0wAlic-04 ,

MiliTht*-317tAM-
-0,45t4n, 0 milt scta p itv- -a§- -fira 0 -of', -41.e it --A

4k 0 it )1, RI * g tE.,01-% (Contrastive Linguistics) ft th,

20 k 60 4-43,t 4V-47- 11-A Ifivii44M-BM4vik

it a 5.-k (Communicative Language Teaching) o. r )c..f Itt ff. AO EFL lig,

tisfi4L% Oil' Wit j (Howatt, 1984, 212)

it 1_ AZT Lk,* PI -A- 0114ta Rosenb1uth (1976) r
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1§1,71'44.0*AVAAull '11--;,61417TA4filf

*.ggimtit ( 41) . El (eralo,ta-trdlOiliblkOhYalt§-1; VAL

4.4-1-*al; tbSt ° ittvtkilt. ofroi4v-itif.tral kT01- A4-0441-&-- t °

ifi*.#4-1-e4mAitOist.,.4(0A0-44i.1,114-0-wif -1-tA-fm*Htiri430-0-,
4,t_AhuallIATEI 024011tith-A, °
Atkinson (1987)1e44-4-q-4441§1- 77:40 l5] Plig-f V *Wilt*

r ASS* *0 tzkz,-0.*a-a-A-43tf
tisTiT gok III Milt RI ft PI El fit /*Kit 4t- ,U111 AA:11141M
Sit ° ttd,f'1 At T 4tri,§

AtA 613 ° J .4 247) 613,141- t IVA T API-1141: #Y3.1 A.-0-1114M
4i WI) 044,17 ityn -Bm-Firigilkt'44-#J44-613titcA °

David Lott (1983)gfli T Oa Z.-1110 #4480 ALAII.3

±At 17)-44- ' mi.-1.mA 014 v& g -apom
tsfil r ktA411-,44-0*-4414ktb4ilkoil MA-04-0 (W 260) ° #14 Lott 0
-ft-$8 fli /141*A- r 4410 Pi it-tr-7t -ittafa t A411-4.t111 (it EON ikz-0/4 oft

(W 261) °
Tudor (1987) Att RI itdi6teifi-fij 141 r El (1!i -A* j (English for

Specific Purposes) 413 43t.z,_ it, kiAt et* ON* g-th 4.3c-itait
013 4-4116144-11PT gc TA ft ill El 0 it-Ait colt*, Slli61k#1 -41.4 TT

tE,*10,-itiM144-* =al' 613 ° *AMA r -44 A*-7t-s-vt, 4.0

4L1**1 61 ft ti--; 11413 A.-0445NA- tt61314 g-th i-sAit-HtfiMAA tb

tat 043t ft 71: rPlkili Atli* t 5-&th j ( 273) .
Christopher Titford (1983)A444-47,13t41A44-t-t...ttl.61-4A-14-

444j V *0 A- ° *MA , IMfUltuti 613 4":11 451uSt.
11,tr 60:61- fj-ft 44 it -;-'; 5-k* *, ft El -44(1. r

"if 7'8 411,0007 401411W/11#:4 ift -t#t* r j I-4(000f
4t ) A fa Els II§ -t- Pi Zfn tf St* -----41,-(reflect and talk about their

L2) ifl*kfli * *IMPS( -,11 A j (communicate or talk in this L2)

(W52 *Attl/OfsA.)° itb
V 4°14- as-- , Okiltitillti--kulq4e*-7--0,----4--

MIASIMLI (W57) °

ft Harbord ( 1992 ) PI 4titsA AM-sf-al:4*.ffl 0-Em
41304 &Val *ARA- iel;/J -t*k T

41-114MfaZAL *,:t3A, CI* kA144± tAlit Vivi43t

fo "ViAita4r, El fel it4116*-a.4-119. fiat!
MI- V 4* jig t 0* TT t 1. ( 355 )°

AV 41-* titfil Z04,F kit*
-44_0 0 A El fit 47 +#444.# 44--4.-if4m
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)311 X.,44to it a 4qm safu ett& ACOTT lit.* 4- xh411-3-z-16:0 4 tkiit

-45.tr A- Pit&V:Aq4kfu tatfil-lk R3 04-Mi. air, It

fOltiltAlittAX#44M4if bAil#14.14 filifit**MitRhi-tV*Vg.
El 04404-R °

*-scia40ARftlkIM--Asg-Wt StMilt-M-A-itifietf±i-Motg
AfEt1 it A.SM*4-1-§W it At $4.004I1-41.- Iti4A.41310s1 , 4e *at 111,W it

A-04,e0 3)-4#40ftattAltil-0-41-404VAXItrit rAitA

SI1 tyfv4,4 , V, HA 43 ft -E4-7 NI Ai& If %Fs'

Ott-1,- fo 4131134a 151#0411 2_4 At_g_U *1§-414111. it -tE.

/Mt+, -T-#44_r_foAn-A-MT Fal , NA-art** 41&210-W-a
it 4-secittAgiw 1*.44- A:004 kti,*ht..1.4i6gf4fW

it0t,T1 0 -11.4A**t§-lif fe31.*A-0-4' -tfirkolii-s4X-4-1,4Wtti

613 itst44# °

A RT- tut
Agttlf
krAzff-t4.**114-1- VgttA.4#71.-4-4*A.Xf ° 441,-A. 6

*Am 15 16 , 444 92 A ° 0-411- k41--itl-(90 A)i, *44(2 A) 0 A

Amin 4- is * A ag. i& IA, j (Hong Kong Advanced Level Examination)

eAkitiq *A. t (el at* 44--AA otf-i-kzff- fitittrAlc40*

TOEFL 4-14,0 hm* 543 3;g_ 613 3;

T TJ et Au , **A NI JO If it PI , ri7

' INA yft 4140,- it.39011-1111r, it) (it ,

4.A04--)t-tilAWAtVitt-t-kittfWitee1-01 not 3ai no *AA. °

*-1444c$, Alf bE, 31uDiff A:V itVitt-kkA-4441f4MBISerfiiiill
AO

Rft 4-11.
Rf ttiorx fit*I1 , $4-4-441f 40 $14-0-.Lct ivi-afflua*

*WO , ° ff-sa Cif 47 ÷ 613 t °

, g-t-kt,SAitA-XPFT °
*AL4Vt 44t.g4 M Okkil ° 4e1A-ff-sggAlf-R, WPM t

' leifiXfuilak(13a#WISM ' If4-011-&-XgWiti T Alf Alk-A3vg

&fertf-OR ° AggtgAfid-Allil , pbilfa4 t,GA-lik-140*Sc

AL, 1.4k -Pq *71. Mit OA ° JA A- -A (01 1-s-k itt,r1

a MA VS a 402MTI4 IOTA. ffinA er
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ZL 

tv 1 Ts t4;M Eln 741 ci 

4,3F ling t441 EltL44-ki4Witt ±#111 -t1**11-[slif tiv 

Wurcli*t." ° fsiktrn 4V1114-0 ttircf** o4 
o DI trill -111 if4 - - 4114, -VX*V q4tqaf 

3f 4kre 41) 21411*1 kg IT ing 111114 -TS 

git fifr tetX tY tail *49 -is *k*tili* *ill -gielf *IS &A 

OV*W*0#41fTto-10404441411V*VWX*4W4pg IV 
-444IWZ-Iffr 

4' **a' Ittitti0V4s XSPV*LIPWWqg 16(19-14V-POIV§f-Ini 

/ akit If 40 2 Ws trf tio tit 41 tv *11 '*1 Val qi [,4*-0,1s_ qa 

4'44.141-4X 41 Vrii*V fif tv V-Iftf.1"*Iekraflff Y.1,1401444 4E 

41:01)11,1511itt trt4109 tv '4i-rt.-Wit-WV H-F4EltXttOVV-if-ti- 4X 
tAlrrifilt** 4tV 'NMI* t01-1*-1,4-1-f 

W:trz-15 4141$110144-10-r-irY 1.1**XttliVW RI 11-*t( 
'41F 41) 4,174 WU 44,410.,' TilVar fOr r Is t(14 Olsit W*4* 
t( 14 Xit- r1-170:- MAI 119' 410 *lit 4' rAttet Val tv UV* 64144 

(zooz llicly) V9Z 
thiyuvaw fluwvar, yrytha 



S. : ISE2g-77"-ttlilt

wthtis).*-0.-g-itit.peOWitMt* (AtAt. : 92)

**R. 412*-4-41c. PIAT.E4 AK 1104- it ktt
(1) No mirror gives light of its own. 90 2

(2) Needless to say, he will come on time.

4-A1M , itt#431kA °
92 0

(3) I enjoy non-alcohol drinks. 91 1

(4) He showed a strong dissatisfaction with your

decision.

4t41-1V/1151:- it. A ifz § A A °

92 o

(5) Time and tide wait for no man.

4-1111;*15A$A. °

91 1

(6) Not many friends came to the wedding.

31*-huitiCiOlt 0 illi k* °

92 o

-less, non-, dis- )4,141-4(11

' no, not) ' 11146 $63 tic4s414-.Etis rAAM-

47 011 Wit IS ° /IRA ikt4,01140J(.414.E.A A. VAT§ tz-41sii

ti-511§-440 kJ* Wig a-e,114- ° RfXg4itriflifrAt *494311

MOP 414-1'1011s--,61 RP -112444*-0,-OWtVit °

no + + (AlsAtt : 92)

*1-11-lt Xfo*-4-*X 3114/..E4A1 i A* fillA.,i
(7) He has no ordinary influence over his team.

it-4.-k 1**44-S4 ii'll6W °

70 22

(8) There is no better way than a little flattery for

breaking the ice.

441-4aR,AAA*TAA0.00tok°

83 9

(9) It was an evening of no common delight.

014 V ilk* irMflt, °

76 16

44,1 * Att. 4-1 ofi -01 k tra , it tit AA- 4
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Mit T ° it*. 0 -T-435 4..LA r 4-01 st j (special negation)

Ppo +4itwictiel**.-axt§thiti A. 0 t Val44;t0 ,4111e ° ao-e-4e1 '

Ail§ a no MAttiNtiMitM-0-31A-hAkW Of7 I_ElkAtiCiAipk-k-At.0
12 gi 01ISA- '18 t*J11 tti1t§ 4tu 11Affi 3- P6 -;Tz ° it*

41A-MuA-0*M*151 ° ttOW;t0-11V51-Ait0k.WXA 1§0,0(1)4v
0(5) .1-1/3 itt4-5 AO no ti-Mkt-151-#0

g-151 44111 ° Iff itilt=14-31 0 k MA * t gs

stitt)4 rno + tV-Ij (ttAtt 92)

*1-§-4X404-4-XX 3141-..11-4Att /114fMtiAtt.
(10) He is no poet. / He is not a poet.

4t, t1tti4 . /it it* A .
8 84

(11) They are no writers at all. / They are not writers at

all.

'it'irlA*--t-Aft ° /4tir14134-)Z.41F 3= °

8 84

(12) She is no lawyer. / She is not a lawyer.

4641- V al -a.-fi. ° /4t6 kIrLiggfi °
8 84

0 ft ;RA' tittlf no hut VI 0 =WM AMA** I, 111,1

0 *AA* As. cfr 1114 ° irmit3 cs 4'4
53. 41.17)-S11 RI no fa not *.41F t itirj51.4
10.%,tittk.it14..tig-611118M IM'it , 1Th Itlf11§-0 &1' 4-tht4

W,t -*Rad] (10) Otesik. ritAA-4Mik40-7I-W(ttAtullt tiktith)
tii4t-R.4*14V--44k0144+14-kx5( ttAttrilt 44:14 ht4e410thalfli

liOurA) **J.. tut ;4613 tt,TA. rit*A.-4ffit--4). filitA41,4
mita 414 -lc 414-41 ° Mgt A.1-7- 'VP* AAA r it**
it* j , She is not a lawyer *. UM at tal Mit MJ ' t44t A. I-46*k
--M4*4 eej kAteejirCt She is no lawyer Jig k V.1 fifi-4E1 0 A- r 4t6

S #(01k.-1* 1_117U6 -4-*71(-T- 4k1 ° 'W t 413.* 2t4

Ifs 1-71-1;t4 t1 *617 ' IAA SCA XV (it

LAA°I; 4tt A111 **SWIM

II-4A.P90WirIM-htb ° 4Estbz.:F --*A.Mir;ASPTrAllttrrItit,
4klitgif10 9-z..4 M Vt44004-14 t-k07t4t
IH-i&LEMEM .4t0APIXS(14-1-' ° gP

*Ith gA4071(2?- sti*RA 117% °

74
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Mg

r not+ stietvg-151 j r no+ tt,411A35Z--,11 j +than (AttAllc : 92)

4--aR. sciu-t-4.4A. piro..A.4).$i A AT it Atic
(13) I am not more capable than you are./ I am no

more capable than you are.

43i, ft, ft k g3T+ ° /Aft, t till gi-fi- °

6 86

(14) He is not less popular than you./ He is no less

popular than you.

4t6t*-I ft, Att, 0 ift.0*-If-24 *Ark °

5 87

(15) This room is not larger than that one./ This room

is no larger than that one.

RP M &+-ift , AM* tE,M1 ful . (A, : it riai ji.-7-

itri1&-fivEriro1**01.-Fi6-41t,1, ° )

3 89

( 13 ) (14 ) fu ( 15 )

+ than 0154;4-$.043%--:-MilsAik no+ ktttiet + than teo54eitg30353k,
tug s vs) , w (it Ink ° M (13) 1§,1 ° tI3 613 A.W

et ION a are more capable , itkR,35°419 more capable 00./.11F t *
J'rg-IP*7Vila _1' )1. 4-Xtki.-tt-AVVolAif; etfla.A.4±;lk

*I wi41 -4. than 4éjj ° -Onfite4 AtSt*B4--t-A *4'1 A

alt IPA itial , He is not more competent than you are it 41

, 4 t 413 INtAik you are competent , _1E4 g r 03 htf411.41g

*Scits ' t r itftht,* i t7Vift4t,C*01M1. ° LI2 "fif gt4

r 44:Mt- j ki.k tej ..:-- ,t% 541-1-51 more capable , ,sfu

not...any more than --41.1SijAik no more than i not...any more

than m *it iti504-19 capable MA -R; Oft A. AAR

444 19 J + * Istaa-ilik than z_tiff 3)- °

fflgt-g-,AitaVkta4e,itft MIWtt*PAift ° ifoHtu , 1.1-Alft

t -Ctr241tV 11-0')éi , 0.1.4c1/ , j ( 13 ) Of3 AZ* r Or,

41tg*, a,* Liffi',31.4.#tm; 1,3 14 et V&A. r 613*-I E11 t ri) ;

( 1 5 ) t r A11114--T-AsIft j ifq 47

ittis5,1011,1 titn-tvelfitu&ht-F-4 *jig , 4 (13)

47 (14) t fItis4M6S-kj; 4-1 (15) (03t,IS21E WY:

it OM 414 -.,11t if irfAtitstd, Mar& , Affffillt tEostl t
A.4 3. Z.1 ° it A htt. It 1rA 119 lel WU_

7 9
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ri701M-itOWIMg.idAifflitMATfPuftAbrfttgAt°

not+ Air-4(417-20i9t4 (g.tk.ktil 92)

am-itsgAli AM-thiti'At
(16) This wall is not three meters high. 18 74

(17) The soup is not lukewarm.

it432,4XOtAgL °
21 71

*Mit 004-'1'**T*4#-Ate40614AtSc-t4F,114-**Al1
*It-aff 61110/14-filiir kg A- OA *th'fref Sc#171,:t.' ,) #-vg

AAA (IJØ r T27. ° ° ) IVA* a a
ifftipfta#1411-4g*TA413-,M4A#114,4AgAT31-4-g4t#140
*sualAxpli,444ttaaffx&HAVAg*klAA4,4-410.1*11**A°

Vtiti6-sx it+1 Lilt-Y:11*J At* AO

Vtt-MIF °

it-Ow At416.44-a. , notA ALT. 614g.tf be th-i9 (am, are, is)

64- r ki. ir-s 4 t 1§q-itu He is not a teacher (it..*',if

iitfi) ° t; not it fag] 4-14 r 51-35 it ht*Ait

.itt-$-§AtZ ° 4§'Hto ' att 127 (16) AAA r A.1-1:115 j 5i4 A/e
Ait4 t Atiti r r15 7I'" g r _La." PF-t.t

r ,k Ai IfOU * S-31: ° 4:4a4f. not tttt'l 41J URI ;UN r*Ihi J
r lAttieljffitt7i--, '0,14r3 tj (16) 12 not three meters high itt t

r °

RA * not iv A7TzlItit 01111 1fi zieratt-.)t. r j 4j ( 17 )

(e) not 15) I 0. St lukewarm it ff1 a it.k. less than
lukewarm ° 111 attitat r it**79CAO Alt-art 401.MA
r J r4k4 613 j *4 g/I3 SRA-R,A te3$-41fiC tF r itikk

At not 413AtitOVIaitgi [44 8-.1-t°TA77 r*St Ott-ft t ap more
than ° itELIA tiLgi 00M-tit* th * iLig41.4.t4

th th 3R. ACA 10. He is not five feet tall

ttkrtlilk-E-PKJ five feet _Ilk &JAI-A-ate)* r-ai

/14-- 1P14t13 He is not 'five feet tall, but 'six feet it [14-14 (it 4112%Aitklf

4,5tV10%-4 Lft0411-771t.E.PR 67)E-1:1K jo , 41 (17) The soup

is not lukewarm IRA r **AA Mitik 43-T-0 I ILI 44 lukewarm Tw)
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.11.4.4k6741.4t-ittelZtaJitt,1* 0,14tu but very hot indeed . *igt

a -4- fit 613 134 o 43-7-kgttiiiVAttimg-lvti-40 STE7_k_aA-4,4-44-1

, 4ittst ht a t 1:3" (e) 11114EA 414)- m*1ttliE4
II* AVA *A° tic itrir 44 El *lit

Lt/*St.V4**11-*.t/tt,tt.1..0$04 (tklit 92)

4- 4 A Scfo S- 4- X SC olAft 1-4 At fflififtitt- iilc

(18) She is the last person I want to see.

46k ei,ia t R, OA -
9 83

(19) You can never come too soon.

fti3K 04 -7-/A,44t-T. °

6 86

(20) This problem cannot be emphasized enough. 10 82

(21) He could not have been more understanding.

it ff jaiti itg idt T °

11 81

If it 11-E-A VAM 71z (1/1 t ELA 49/ 64 11.-L tk if & 84: (it

g Itta PA ,141. ff,q

( 18 ) tt-r#A, rAaka,*%4-RALft (19)

'14t- ' (20)* K-4 r rl Al* ht mg-1k (21) eel

-14-V*scki r EA.i.* kg-6g* T ° :AttlkffE.A41/etaft
4git4601.* **Cf**httk *'vMAJA. .1C.0 P6-/e4ka4Alf
-g*MfaLIC:P/M-tN ° 53,4W/140 *tiihti,*ilskittarlAlfieittitTAC,*

tktS k..k. 4 ° t ofat.5.14b tel t ° 14f- it02-43

A-1112%-t-lit4LY3 &Mt i§,14ta , (18)14.v.,k4;t4-t golAt

141AA.ivglAqtAt-§,i,M-*RA ° di (19) fo.O ( 20 ) MA can

never/not...too/enough... , t r Zit J Tit4tw ;tit*
it t * t 61.3 AVIA 11X] -+A(t filf 4a it 41
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it -Ott

rn-iiir Ai A R).: II 7tit4e.0 AM mink 464FIA

M-4 a MA* ? *2;f1- A: 1'i:fa] rj1,1 ht r d tel ° Ei

-LI-A-Ent- 0 ful A- 90 J °

i11g1 kt*613 L'f§qi*Jts4LIA4f ti1444-M-Affit- gt. ° *zfrIeL st 7t. 53 a A
sx-ti--st§e±A_LT-M,* r4t7.4 ri3 triii-§ g0. tOE

ft i6-ax Ott* t
0AM_i_,k,k.g.1-,UfriA1-4-0AitOngt.0 nfix.CtattkOt=1--,12-5Tivfsi-

fp -41-

-if lit -6T gt# N4- it- k' 4-149- 04-14

a --A- A4-t V Ms 5e3= g 44o.fk gi 0 0 if 55E-11t* ÷
tis a ;,EL ft,40.4-Auej 55/.. , #49 ttit4g , 44-t M-(*J4to Needless to

doubt) ALL' 6J-T--WtOr (scope)luilik-A0-,Va t °

6) LE ffl -aik,i)k-s4 tiLaM-W ,

A ;X a ffi If b_St A M iruto -it-A tA PA 4Lik

it#,4 ttAto , ( 7 ) He has no ordinary influence over his team g

ritAkitfa4tteeil-A A-A-kit-4vottAg# -t-Adttf.tirta
144 40 4,4 a if r it A -k Ff A- 44 M eyM J 1-1614-±4013-giVOR--4114

it4g3Vir 4eA Kt* 5M110117 5`1 triti ;§;°*4t13t1A °

Aoun lo Li (1993)A:4g-0-f He did not go because he was sick 0,1

till] not 4-St.41311147AgAA.,1' because 79)0 TT r j
4A0k-1a 4-J kft !Pk 0 4. a ft] 4. ts Aix 1E'

t- ;19 4-a eej [11 ti Quirk, Greenbaum, Leech Iv Svartvik (1972)fr!itilit r

via , ht #4Rdti, Frtv; A.- 0 it It fit 5e.,

-F is] a 0 St motvt -4,§* 141 f.1 , 47 -f- erfi

irm 1** a ( 381) ifOR Nrt, /1:41111 Ofi k' it41 ° ,

4 T 0 St Pg_avg Af- ÷ tlt A, 4x*- zff t sit

AA-a , 40-71-1. -4--ifik.g( , Sof *Val 0 + , at*t A. 0 191 Ai wik if A WW1 Ei4- 013 it 111 sis a
!,-gclost.04. 044 k-IttOeCtf ±A.A-AM-1713k i§ou -0.-atif ( 13 ) 1am

not more capable than you are./I am no more capable than you are tj (14 ) He is not

less popular than you./He is no less popular than you ft, 6.1 (15) This room is not

larger than that one./This room is no larger than that one arl- , it-bilkgfli

4-at- ÷ ft,*A.4-sc (T!144/4 ( 16) This wall iS not three meters high

HL Three meters is not the exact height of the wall 4to if -T-

V, t T 4&-i143 T X41-fictt40A-&-Alt°41g341-41-Ait-f-gtO
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[5] 04 a t fei ZAMA AZ Aid * 4-ALtet,S4-witA
31& 44_7-0 61 ( (:11 ( 7 ): He has no ordinarysinfluence over his team; 0 ( 8 )

There is no better way like a little flattery for breaking the ice; 0 ( 9 ) It was an

evening of no common delight to them all. 4to AT Vri I 45
f WILT-AA ° 4* `I' ielitikW it*jUktit

1w)iiitAk' 3,t-A-1-1e-titOt*.
ikb* th,kg.itt-ri'lf*t§(1§q-kuhka)04111-1-i)- tg-, MPAgg'40+0

414114-a,--4MAI4J LII Quirk *MOM It'19 (11714gotiX. A..-15111* FM

-*flu '

it II gi.0 filtai g AMUR, t Rtr. ICR-II411 4A-44.0 ° IVA

,

Mik-M-14-0 fit /e4sL*41 *MA ,ttr9z_lk "tirarkttIVAI.
P90411E'l-=k-F0t,tikA4ltO°

(22) I wasn't listening all the time.

twa
kita 4t. Alf** an the time 7Z_ALt OfV441(-ka N fil ir;) ,47-7-0

I wasn't listening all the time.

r A stip ;1.4 gt j (I did not listen to any of the speakers) ° Alt

teq .144tv

I wasn't listening all the time.

4.1 Is,- Sok , fit r AA* A 46- kg:411AL+, j (I did not listen to some of

the speakers) °

4**1-xT00-T-'1Utfu_ErtORPOOMIt:
(23) I definitely didn't speak to him.

(24) I didn't definitely speak to him.

0 (23) u (24) flij*,--f: fwigtu tal , At* 44.
Jj'j , AA -151 APT fg Stgi,z... Kpkt.W ° Sib

*. sk ik,tt it 41 ( 23 ) r ect 3..4 RI, It At* j (It is definite that I did not do it) ,
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( 24 ) r $sc, ittaidg j (It is not definite that I did it)

iLPF'AlttAtie319Y-771-iiidaM*A71;0t3t-kattaMAI-TAW
41-T-t041A,Mt-RAZ*0414*4*1140-T-M&AOWtSt.%440)1
444c,*24ftta4161#14A*aA&ETAA1t,g2t**371144111Xi1lii

OltinTom-A,4414M-4.4amA/TA.04xTaf&AbliM461Au-
Am74,,A5-00.05LAM'4tftngt*TATaA-Ofl*A7flitit

0°1-8-k'WtAAA*ttbiLAA-14-A±°433&Atff-411MOtt*.z-MAItt
164.1 k PS AO PI A A-TW r L (focus) (Richards,

Platt & Platt, 1998, 179) *IMO 3-04 IRKS tt. gn a it," Inkk fe3
01Mg*Wit-A4*A't-t041k4tt0414'Ailatt-Att

telltn.AkmAlittngoAagAAWtt2,tot-imWX,1104s-hltn
p64. 0 1u310% 1111* tEAELA 0 j ( 13 ) I am not more capable than you are

NIA are capable it kg:, capable Ot7f1g1t tE471 44.7,/kAt capable
*AA er'q tL, 16, pn- '7,ke 4-tis capable it

I am no more capable than you are 5t;49 no fi ogsoplic more

capable m erljagt , 4-F capable altita4A
jj tu*Mir.-3K °Fillt' IfY:tts.130 -T-(41 06); This

wall is not three meters high ; ti (17 ) : The soup is not lukewarm) Ritt;XT
,t0 ;igTlieM IE. three meters high 4t, lukewarm 0 E13)kit iff14g13-; t

4o r it FT341114iPe -

04e1t ft tE, T AIM ;MU
OMVO#4*A7T;OtzAt-Kix#W00&,m7Aatkak*A1.4*(4,A

-0,-122t A:0 11- (1H4to 43( 18 ): She is the last person I hope to see CleAr
; I' AMA 5t. StV4 a El34177t. 000 Aft

, Fp 41 ( 19 ) : You can never come too soon ; 47 (20 ) : This problem cannot be

emphasized enough ; di (21 ) : He could not have been more understanding) 0 IV*

1tok,111-ttilikhriAtIltAtt0 A*AAVOI-ttz.EkbuLtAl_
A -A. $fi- ieJ 451 ft 0 it* RI; can never/not...too/enough)A

fc&1b0 tSciA44.X4b44-41t0Z*41-4 ° *AAA° *ftfLIA-1-4-ff
-YPeJ.x4b-o.xi IME-45-40 it4tIMA-fingLAZ*441-
liAgtrnAlta-614A1stOh-5,1_0MA,19-HRICSTTA43,1905 kt
Ait-Wm,A_EN*OAA*AlIZOVAA-iltattokAWX#4'AUk
*--a§04villrnikM04EIROCsA4atualfl4IVrIt jt
A7Yz'AOVA4,40§4R&''ek-**tteJ%40kV4;a'#WE-4

tt- k. it i7!) t ° it* Lt. 43,1

tr-S0A42M4vt44.4,411fAm4A-T'APIVA-4-a'A414tAAIAt

-....11311fol L1 A Quirk, Greenbaum, Leech 411 Svartvik P611- A Grammar of Contemporary English
(London: Longman, 1972) A 381
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40-kt00WAA4PIAA-40VNIatOrAIA4
Art.f ItAiliOLEALIVALF/VeriRA a ti 3-- AA. tb *A. R%4'r4 J

0#441-tk-OVAA01**'Aatitlfit'FA% j044
Ottikftg/St eel ft-fk Th itt,T,T , itgAM4*M1

As itlx**.x.4b4atieatiM-±- ,12=Aggslivi,-41

014-AstAitit44:41414VA-ItOict*. Reir- iwrr. 33, 'Pr-

'e 44- it fsl 4V St 40401" 41 V 42-**4-111, 47 gitg-A.at °

IR Ma
*ivf-tAnfi,:41-,4W,VtAIMAA-4,4#1,1-0%-7--tfil--14491UR.'44g

Wil'Atit#144.AUA'fM-1010-ttM*44AAWt4-4,491*
1,4 Kk 111 a k 14 *fa it- tsti4A k *It a If ik it4.-

a -A- 3g. , _4.40 4 A k 141A Tb IN iv 411 '

ItAVOX$04fu#AORAM447TAtA*104itz_PF,*at
it*-411,WtMLULA4*0-A#24*OM444mA*aA4M0aNg'Mq,
/144)11194v2t0MagM04r12411141A0AMAAXI4A,A-41,M
IrAk614P'W1A71:440AA.

° id V 4"9- A- X4-14 it, t4 , St. 1" Oa If A
A41-Tilo140 *M4-414LAW):4MA11144n4T,rtigAolm1,411W

iixkg-4517tatlugAte/11.0** 4XtiViTa44t AA*
tti a -1" 19 ICS t 114-M-4-A T M- IA 4.,A.O.

E12;,tA.a341114-1--AtUcAlstai.ieJ F51-zAk itAtAk045--ifi4t-f,I.A0
1Iv NI. a
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English Negative Structures:
A Barrier to Chinese ESL Learners

Abstract

Negative sentence structures seem simple and straightforward, but are

actually not. Based on classroom data, this paper offers a descriptive

picture of some negative structures in English. It reveals through the

classroom experiments that Chinese learners of English have difficulty

in understanding some English negative structures without resort to

extra help. To show the characteristics of some selected English

negative structures, and the differences and similarities between

English and Chinese, this paper discusses the equivalent meanings of

some English negative structures. It then compares and analyzes the

linguistic forms and meanings of the negative structures with reference

to contemporary English grammar and Chinese translations of the

negative sentences. It concludes that some English negative structures

may constitute learning difficulties for Chinese ESL learners and extra

help must be provided to facilitate their accurate comprehension.

Key Words: contrastive analysis, negative structures, negative

structures, L2 teaching/learning, translation, target

language
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Rational Cloze: Item-Generation Approaches and
Construct Validity

Hsiu-Li Wu

National Taipei College of Business

Abstract
The cloze test has been widely used in English tests in Taiwan. However, what the

developed doze tests assess remains questionable. This article addresses the

following issues. How can one determine what developed doze items assess? How

can one use the doze to measure discourse skills? How do item-generation

approaches affect the construct validity? The article presents the results of a

qualitative study. It reports on post-hoc analyses of a doze test that was included as

part of the standardized test, demonstrating that in order to determine the construct

validity one needs to examine the cognitive demands required to respond to the item.

It also reports on discourse analysis of two text selections, demonstrating that

discourse analysis could help generate discourse-oriented doze items. In addition,

the article reports on analysis of several items of standardized tests, demonstrating

that the deletion strategy and the alternative design decide the item-generation

approach to the multiple-choice doze and the approach in turn affects the type of test

construct.

Key Words: doze, rational doze, construct validity, discourse analysis

INTRODUCTION
Inspired by the gestalt idea of closurethe psychological impulse to complete a

structural whole by supplying a missing element, the doze technique was first
developed by Wilson Taylor in 1953 to assess readability of prose (Rankin, 1965).

Since then, the cloze procedure has been extensively employed to assess readability of

a text, to measure reading comprehension, to construct instructional exercises, and to

assess second language proficiency.

The cloze procedure, in its original form, involved removing every fixed-ratio

word of a prose passage and requesting a reader to restore the eliminated words
(Taylor, 1953). As it now stands, the doze procedure shows several variations. The
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deletion frequency can vary from every fifth to every nth word. The forms of the
passage can include stories, poems, letters, and informational and fictional passages.

Scoring of the cloze-completion tests also varies from employing the exact word
scoringscoring only the deleted word as correctto using the acceptable word
scoringaccepting any word that fits the context (Hinfotis & Snow, 1978). In
contrast to the cloze-completion tests in which the reader is required to provide his/her

solution to the retrieval of the deleted word, the multiple-choice cloze tests require the

reader to retrieve the deleted words from a set of alternatives (Hinfotis & Snow, 1978).

The principle of randomnessmanifested by deleting every nth wordof the
paradigmatic cloze was originally adopted with a view to investigating the
readability/difficulty of text (Alderson, 1979). With modifications of the original
model of cloze test, the principle of random deletions has been abandoned and
replaced by rational deletions, as the focus shifted from the text being processed to the

processor's reading comprehension and overall language proficiency. The constructor

of a rational cloze test deliberately selects words to deletewords with specific
syntactic, semantic, or discourse-functional features on which the constructor wishes
to focus.

Although the doze test has been considered an effective measure of second
language proficiency (e.g., Anderson, 1976; 01 ler, 1979), research into the construct

validity of cloze tests has yielded differing results. Some studies support the view that
cloze is sentence or clause bound and the cloze measures only lower-order
skillsvocabulary and grammar (e.g., Alderson, 1978; Shanahan, Kamil & Tobin,

1982; Porter, 1983). Other studies suggest that cloze items are sensitive to constraints

across sentence and the doze is capable of measuring high-order skillscohesion and

coherence (e.g., Chavez-011er, M. A., Chihara, T., Weaver, K. A. & 01 ler, J. W., Jr.

1985; Chihara, T., 01 ler, J. W., Weaver, K.A. &Chavez-011er, M.A. 1977; Cziko, 1978

& 1983; Jonz, 1987; 01 ler, 1975; Yu, 1993). Indeed both views are based on different

research designs and different deletion strategies; therefore, each study has its own

justification, limitations, and implications. What is appealing is the remark made by

Bachman (1982) and Brown (1983) that "at least some cloze items" are sensitive to

constraints beyond the sentential level. This leads to a logical question as to how to

identify/what characterizes the items sensitive to discourse level, which in turn leads

to a further question: "How, in practicality, can one use the cloze to measure discourse

skills?" So far as this question is concerned, Alderson (1979) proposed that since the

aim was to construct tests of language proficiency, rational deletions should be

favored. Bachman (1982) also claimed that the cloze test could be used to measure

skills of cohesion and coherence if a rational deletion procedure was employed.

In the local context Huang (1992) found that scores of three types of cloze,
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namely, The C-test, The MC-test, and The Conventional Cloze Test, were all

significantly correlated to scores of the Reading Comprehension Test of the

TOEFL--with concurrent validity coefficients of .49, .43, and .55 respectively. The

study also revealed that those three doze tests yielded acceptable reliabilitywith the

split-half reliability of .66, .86, and .72 respectively. Huang concluded that the doze

test could be a reliable, feasible, and valid tool for predicting the reading ability, but

he warned that although the doze test could serve as a valid measurement of reading

ability, it would not help students promote reading power. I agree with Huang that the

cloze exercise will not necessarily enhance the student's reading ability and that the

real reading ability can be promoted only through constant practice of active reading

activities that help develop good reading strategies.

Since discourse knowledge can affect reading comprehension (Carrell, 1984 &

1985; Lezberg & Hilferty, 1978; Meyer & Freedle, 1984), it is of interest to examine

the possibility of generating doze items that measure discourse knowledge in

particular. A primary concern of this study is to look into how to employ rational

deletions to effectively measure discourse skills. This is not a trivial issue because

Anderson (1980) found that while high level proficiency non-native English speakers

and native English speakers showed no significant difference in the performance on

cohesive doze items, low level proficiency non-native English speakers performed

significantly poorer on cohesive items. If we accept Anderson's view, it is fair to

develop cohesive doze items as a measure to distinguish high proficiency achievers

from low proficiency achievers among non-native English speakers. Yet according to

Huang (1994), among the 245 multiple-choice cloze items of the JCEE English Tests

constructed from 1982 to 1993, "about two-thirds test vocabulary, one-third test

grammar," (38) and "about 16.3 % are global items," (40) while 83.7% are local items.

By global items Huang meant items that "test comprehension in a broader context,

usually beyond a single sentence." (35) Two possible explanations are proposed here

for the fact that only a low proportion of the items was global items. One is that the

JCEE test writers deliberately constructed the multiple-choice doze items to test

vocabulary and grammar. Another is that global items are harder to generate than local

items. Thus it is significant to establish a procedure of developing global items and

make explicit the criteria for selecting such rational deletions.

In Taiwan the doze test has been extensively used in the last two decades. In

schools, the cloze has been used for exercises and tests. In local testing contexts such

as the entrance examinations for various levels, a cloze section has normally been

included. These facts caused Chang (1994) to work on the principles for

I Though in various entrance examinations the integrative tests in the multiple-choice form are entitled

"comprehensive tests" rather than "doze tests," local scholars deemed such tests modified doze tests
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constructing doze items. Still, Yang (1996) witnessed a trend of misusing the doze
and suspected that the popularity of the doze was partly due to the fact that doze
items are easy to constructa passage may allow a wide coverage of items. He urged
that an effective use of the doze be promoted in local English teaching/testing. I agree

with Yang and hold that three measures are essential for the doze constructor: to

ascertain the purpose of using the doze, to construct the doze items based on the
purpose, and to examine the underlying abilities" the developed items demand of the

test taker. How can one determine what developed doze items assess? How can one
develop cloze items congruent with testing goals? And how do different
item-generation approaches affect the construct validity of doze items? These are the
main concerns of this study.

WHAT DO CERTAIN CLOZE ITEMS ASSESS?
When we explore the question: "What do the doze items assess?" we are in fact

concerned with the construct validity of the doze tests. As is mentioned earlier, the

potential of cloze items for measuring English proficiency is generally affirmed.

However, "there is a general consensus among researchers that not all the deletions in

a given cloze passage measure exactly the same abilities" (Bachman, 1985; p535). An

important task of the test writer is to investigate what the developed items measure.

Putting emphasis on construct validity will force us into a different perspective on

item generation since it is clear that we cannot arbitrarily delete words and construct

distractors--for a multiple-choice doze--and at the same time hope to insure construct
validity.

In order to explore what developed cloze items actually assess, or to investigate
construct validity of doze tests, we need to examine the cognitive demands required

to respond to the cloze items. In this study, I will cite actual instances of cloze items

and conduct post-hoc analyses, examining the items with respect to the underlying

cognitive processes involved. The following cloze test is cited from the English test of

the 1998 Joint Entrance Examination for Senior Business-Vocational Colleges.

(e.g., Chang, 1994; Chou, 1994; Huang, 1994; Lii-Shih, 1994, & Yang, 1996). And the "comprehensive
tests" cited in this study are assigned to "Rational Cloze Tests."
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Example 1:

People in different countries look at time differently. In some countries

being on time and 26 everything by exact time is very 27 . In

other countries people are more 28 about time. It doesn't matter if

someone is late. 29 fact, people might 30 it rude if you are

exactly on time.

26. (A) organizing (B) organization (C) organ (D) organize

27. (A) importance (B) importantly (C) important (D) import

28. (A) relax (B) relaxed (C) relation (D) relaxation

29. (A) To (B) At (C) On (D) In

30. (A) consider (B) considerable (C) considerate (D) consideration

In the above test, what does Item 26 assess? Obviously it assesses syntactic

knowledge. The examinee who possesses knowledge of "parallel grammatical

construction" will correctly respond to Item 26. It is the design of the alternatives that

provides the clue to the answer. Judging from the syntax of the sentence in which the

doze item resides, one can tell that in the blank of Item 26, a gerund form, which is

parallel to being, is joined by the coordinating conjunction and. Thus being on time

and organizing everything by exact time functions as the subject of the sentence. Since

among the four alternatives, only alternative (A) is a gerund, the examinee can reject

the distractors and easily identify the correct choice. Thus this item demands syntactic

knowledge.
What does Item 27 assess? Judging from the stem, we can predict that any

examinee with grammatical knowledge that "a predicate adjective completes a linking

verb be (is) and describes the subject" will find it easy to choose the correct answer

because among the four alternatives, only alternative (C) is an adjective. Again, it is

the arrangement of the alternatives that makes Item 27 assess the syntactic knowledge.

Likewise, Item 28 assesses syntactic competence because the cognitive process

demands that the examinee invoke the concept that "an adjective completes the

linking verb be (are)." Since among the four alternatives, only alternative (B) relaxed,

a past participle, can function as an adjective while the other three alternatives can not,

the examinee with the required knowledge can correctly identify the answer, focusing

attention on the stem, even ignoring the surrounding sentences in the text.

Item 29 tests the examinee's knowledge of the phrase in fact. The use of this

phrase also involves the notion of lexical cohesion. Essentially, in the selected text the

phrase in fact does presuppose a textual sequence and signals a relationship between

segments of the discourse. Based on Halliday and Hasan (1976), the phrase in fact

signals adversative, conjunctive relations. Hence, the phrase can be designed to assess
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examinees' discourse competence. However, here in the cloze item in question, i.e.,

Item 29, the two words in the phrase are separated, with the preposition in being
deleted. Among the four alternatives, only alternative (D) in collocates with the word

fact; all the distractors do not collocate with the word fact. Therefore, the examinee

can easily reject all the distractors and correctly retrieve the deleted word even
without taking notice of the relationship between segments of the discourse. Thus,

Item 29 measures examinees' knowledge at the lexicogrammatical level rather than

the discourse level.

While analyzing the cognitive demands required in response to Item 30, we

notice first of all that those four alternatives belong to verb, adjective, adjective, and

noun respectively, in terms of parts of speech, and that the deleted word follows the

auxiliary verb might. Any examinee possessing grammatical knowledge about usage

of verbs following auxiliary verbs will have no difficulty identifying the verb root

consider as the only correct answer. The alternative design facilitates the processing

task to such a great degree that the examinee can identify the correct answer by only

processing the immediate environment of the blank. Item 30 demands syntactic

knowledge on the part of the examinees.

Supposedly, the test constructor deliberately used the cloze test to assess
lexicogrammatical knowledge. The constructor employed a particular item-generation

approach to accomplish his/her testing goal. In terms of construct validity this doze

test assesses the lexicogrammatical knowledge but not the discourse knowledge. The

foregoing discussion traces back to the clues to each item and it in fact keeps track of

the test-taking process from the cognitive perspective. This is the necessary procedure

for one to determine what developed doze items assess.

HOW DO DIFFERENT ITEM-GENERATION APPROACHES
AFFECT THE CONSTRUCT VALIDITY OF CLOZE ITEMS?

As the rationale of the cloze procedure dictates, the doze test starts from
selecting/writing a text and then proceeds to word deletion and alternative design--for

a multiple-choice cloze. Text selection plays a very important role for the doze test

and factors such as difficulty level, subject knowledge, pragmatic knowledge, and

discourse style of the text selection should all be taken into account (Chang, 1994).

Still, different item writers will certainly produce different doze items based on the

same text and one can produce various possible sets of items for a specific text. For a

certain source text different approaches to item generation yield different test
productscloze items embodying different types of construct.

Elucidating deletion procedures, 011er (1979) distinguishes the fixed-ratio
method from the variable-ratio method. The former deletes words according to a
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counting procedure, whereas the latter selects words on some other basis. He indicates

that the variable-ratio method involves deleting specific vocabulary itemseither
content or function words, parts of speech, or particular types of grammatical markers.

In essence, the variable-ratio method is a version of the rational deletion procedure.

Bachman, an advocate of the rational deletion procedure, classified "three types of

deletion: 1) syntactic, which depended on clause-level context; 2) cohesive, which

depended on the interclausal or intersentential context, and 3) strategic, which
depended on parallel patterns of coherence" (1982, p63). He later categorized
deletions into four types: "1) within clause; 2) across clause, within sentence; 3)

across sentences, within text; and 4) extra-textual" (1985, p539). Meanwhile, Perkins

and German (1985) classify items according to the amount of context required to

restore the deleted word: immediate context (within two words on either side of

blank), intraclausal, interclausal, and intersentential. So far as the system for
categorizing doze deletions is concerned, Jonz (1990) suggests that four models are

available: (1) two-category model (sentence- and text-level), (2) three constraint

levels ("sentence structure," "vocabulary," "cohesion" [both "lexical" and "syntacticl

(3) four constraint levels (within clause, within sentence, across sentences,

extratextual), and (4) five constraint levels (local syntax, local lexis, cohesion within

sentence, cohesion across sentences, extratextual).

In his empirical study, Bachman (1985) justifies rational deletion procedures

from three angles. First, rational cloze tests are comparable in reliability and validity

to fixed-ratio cloze tests. Second, rational cloze tests need not be as long, nor

deletions as numerous as has been recommended in the literature for fixed-ratio tests.

Finally, the rational deletion procedure allows the test maker greater flexibility in

revising particular items. In contrast, Jonz (1990) maintains the standard fixed-ratio

cloze procedure, demonstrating that the fixed-ratio cloze is highly sensitive to
intersentential constraints. I am not against the fixed-ratio method at all. However,

since the rational deletion doze tests enjoy much greater popularity in local contexts,

I would focus this study on the rational cloze.

The foregoing literature review reveals that two factors are crucial to deletion

procedures of a rational cloze. One is the linguistic category of the word to be deleted.

The other is the amount, or range, of context required to restore the deleted word.

Jonz's frameworks are comprehensive and illuminating; however, they are difficult for

local test writers who are nonnative English speakers to use in preparing cloze tests.

An adaptation of the frameworks might facilitate the development of a rational doze.

For the ease of discussion I will roughly classify the approaches to item

generation into three types: the syntactic-oriented, the lexical-oriented and the

discourse-oriented approach. Basically the approaches are classified according to the
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deletion strategy. The syntactic-oriented approach deliberately deletes function
wordssuch as pronouns, conjunctions, articles, prepositions, and auxiliary
verbswhich depend only on clause- or sentence-level structure. The lexical-oriented

approach deliberately deletes content wordssuch as nouns, adjectives, adverbs, and

main verbswhich are independent of interclausal and intersentential structure. The

discourse-oriented approach deliberately deletes words that depend on the context

across clauses, sentences, or paragraphsthe words can be content words or function

words (e.g., pronouns and conjunctions). Such a concise description of the approaches

seems adequate for the completion type of doze because the examinee is required to

process on his/her own so as to retrieve the deleted words. However, for the
multiple-choice cloze, the alternatives will limit/affect the examinee's processing, as

is illustrated in the previous section. That is, "what words to delete" and "what
alternatives to offer" will both have an effect on the type of construct embodied in a

rational multiple-choice doze (Wu, 2001). Therefore, the way that the alternatives are

constructed also affects how the item-generation approach is classified. If the
alternative design leads the examinee to respond correctly solely through the syntactic

clue, then the approach is classified as syntactic-oriented irrespective of its deletion

type. Let's take those four multiple-choice items of Example 1 for instance, although

the deleted words are content words (of the lexical type), their alternative design is

based on word derivation and thus invokes the examinee's syntactic knowledge,
which would be adequate for correct responses. We regard such items as

syntactic-oriented. If the alternative design leads the examinee to probe for the
meaning without referring to context beyond the clausal/sentential level, then the

item-generation is lexical-oriented. And if the alternative design demands the
examinee to process beyond the clausal/sentential level, the approach is

discourse-oriented. Understandably, a different item-generation approach will yield a

different type of test construct. If the intended purpose is to measure examinees'
syntactic knowledge, the use of the syntactic-oriented approach is justified. If the goal

is to assess lexical skill, the lexical-oriented approach is appropriate, and yet the
discourse competence requires the discourse-oriented approach.

Suppose we delete the same content words from the above-mentioned cloze

passage (Example 1), can we measure examinees' semantic, or lexical, rather than

syntactic competence by offering different alternatives? The answer is "possibly." The

key lies in offering all (or at least two) alternatives belonging to the same part of
speech. By doing so, we can prevent the examinee from employing the test wiseness

strategy to reject distractors through processing a sole-dimensional constructsyntax.

This implies that when the syntactic cue is not the single clue to the answer, the

examinee will be forced to probe deeper for the meaning of the whole sentence so as
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to select the correct alternative. For example, if we modify the syntactic-based options

in the above doze passage as follows, we will shift the avenue of item generation

from a syntactic-oriented approach to a lexical-oriented one.

26. (A) organizing (B) collecting (C) exchanging (D) acquiring

27. (A) important (B) impolite (C) dangerous (D) scarce

28. (A) angry (B) relaxed (C) worried (D) curious

30. (A) consider (B) render (C) discover (D) leave

Now, if the revised items are embedded in the foregoing cloze (Example 1), you

will find that the processing tasks of these items are more dependent on the detection

of the semantic rather than the syntactic cues.

The foregoing observed effect of alternative design on construct validity could be

generalized to other multiple-choice doze tests. Let's take a look at another example,

which is also cited from the 1998 English Test of the Joint Entrance Examination for

Business-Vocational Colleges.

Example 2:

Today's robots are like babies 31 with future generations. It is

impossible 32 imagine what the next generations will be like. It is

possible that they will 33 change life in 34 societies. The

students of today must be sure that these changes are good. Robots must

improve, not harm, the 35 of human life.

31. (A) compare (B) compared (C) comparison (D) comparative

32. (A) for (B) in (C) at (D) to

33. (A) complete (B) completed (C) completely (D) completion

34. (A) industry (B) industrialize (C) industrial (D) industrialist

35. (A) quality (B) qualify (C) quit (D) qualified

Employing the same technique of post-hoc analysis as used for Example 1, we

can conclude that in terms of the deletion strategy, Item 32, which deletes a function

word, is syntactic-oriented and the others are lexical-oriented. In terms of the

alternative design, all the items are constructed through the syntactic-oriented

approach. However, for the syntactic-oriented items with the content words being

deleted, we could adopt a lexical-oriented approach by varying the syntactic-based

alternatives as follows.
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31. (A) confused (B) compared (C) finished (D) matched

33. (A) early (B) gaily (C) completely (D) patiently

34. (A) primitive (B) charitable (C) industrial (D) perfect

35. (A) quality (B) quantity (C) adversity (D) visibility

As we can see from the foregoing discussion, adopting the same text selection

and deleting the same content words, a test constructor could generate either syntactic

or semantic items, depending on the technique of alternative construction. However,

given the same source text, can a test constructor adopt the same deletions and
measure the examinees' discourse skills? There seems to be no unequivocal answer to

this question. In fact, discourse skills entail recognition of the logical, heuristic and

other conventions of the written language. Reviewing Example 1, we find that the

items do not demonstrate the discourse-functional features. However, with the given

deletions, we will not necessarily turn the cloze items into ones that are

discourse-oriented simply by altering the options.

A discourse-oriented cloze demands a rational deletion procedure that is based on

a discourse analysis of the text selection. An arbitrary decision in the deletion
procedure can hardly yield discourse-functional deletions and a totally random
deletion procedure does not promise appropriate discourse-oriented items. Discourse

analysis focuses on linguistic units above the rank of clause and on their sequences. It

involves a thorough investigation of cohesive relations of a passage whereby the

interpretation of the passage in question is enabled (Halliday & Hasan, 1976).
Discourse analysis also emphasizes the social functions and the thematic and
informational structure of written language (Brown & Yule, 1983; McCarthy, 1991).

Thus discourse analysis potentially could be used to help generate cloze items
measuring discourse competence.

HOW CAN DISCOURSE ANALYSIS BE APPLIED TO THE
CLOZE PROCEDURE?

In order to generate discourse-oriented items we could conduct a discourse

analysis of the selected text before determining which are the important and
appropriate elements for deletion. A systematic analysis of the source text could help

the test constructor discover the characteristics of the text in terms of the number and

kinds of "cohesive ties." In the first place, the tester has to identify the ties. Halliday

and Hasan (1976) proposed five types of cohesive ties: reference, substitution, ellipsis,

conjunction, and lexical cohesion. Experienced English teachers/testers in general are

aware of and can identify such ties in the selected text. Then, the tester has to consider

the importance of each tie in the text and its appropriateness as a test item. After
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careful deliberation, the tester finally determines what elements to delete. In what

follows, I will try to apply this approach to the source text of Example 1. For ease of

analysis and discussion, I will restore the deleted words and number the sentences as

follows:

People in different countries look at time differently (1). In some countries being

on time and organizing everything by exact time is very important (2). In other

countries people are more relaxed about time (3). It doesn't matter if someone is late

(4). In fact, people might consider it rude if you are exactly on time (5).

Following Halliday and Hasan, I will first perform a discourse analysis on the

text. Starting from the last sentence, we find the phrase In fact occurs in the text as a

contrastive tieas well as a marker of presupposition--relating the sentence to those

that precede it. The phrase In fact shows contrast between sentence (4) and sentence

(5) and it serves to indicate surprise about this contrast. We also find that in order to

interpret sentence (5) the reader/examinee needs to note the word it, which is a "text

reference" rather than a "personal reference" marker, refers to the portion of text if

you are exactly on time. Moreover, it needs to be noted that the word you in sentence

(5) is a generalized exphoric reference, which means "any human individual." In

addition, the word someone in sentence (4), also a generalized exphoric reference,

actually has the same reference as the word you in sentence (5). Now consider

sentence (3). Here we find the word other, which coheres with the word some in the

preceding sentence. The words other countries in sentence (3) relate to some countries

in sentence (2) and form a cohesive tie. Finally it is worth noting that both lexical

items time and countries form cohesive chains by repetition, tracing back to the first

sentence of the passage. Since repetition is itself cohesive in its own right, these two

words automatically enter into cohesive ties. To sum up, this brief discourse analysis

yields the finding that those words which serve as important cohesive ties for the

comprehension of the text include countries, time, some, other, it and in fact.

After identifying the key words which signal cohesiveness of the text, we then

consider which of these words are appropriate for item construction. Basically, a

discourse-oriented cloze is supposed to contain all the important cohesive elements in

a text. However, this is in practice virtually impossible because there are only a

limited number of blanks for deletion and, more importantly, the cloze task is

dependent on the sufficient contextual clues. Redundant elements could facilitate the

task and this fact makes the cloze as a measure of English proficiency
meaningfulbecause redundancy is a normal phenomenon in authentic English
written text. Since adequate clues are required for an examinee-friendly cloze test, a
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moderate deletion rate would be desired. Carefully considering what words to delete

allows a rational doze procedure to live up to its name. With the above notion in

mind, I now present below a doze test which is based on the foregoing discourse

analysis.

Example 3:

People in different countries look at time differently. In some countries being on

time and organizing everything by exact 1 is very important. In 2 countries

people are more relaxed about time. It doesn't matter if someone is late. 3 ,

people might consider 4 rude if you are exactly on time.

1. (A) way (B) rule (C) place (D) time

2. (A) any (B) such (C) other (D) foreign

3. (A) In fact (B) In itself (C) In time (D) In consequence

4. (A) as (B) it (C) this (D) so

Most people who investigate the cognitive demands of the above items will agree

that choosing correct responses to the items requires knowledge about discourse
structure on the part of the examinee. Of course, the above test is not the only possible

version, but it is apparent that based on a detailed discourse analysis of a given text,

one can produce several potential versions of the cloze. In any case, doze items
generated through a discourse analysis can no longer be considered a random factor.

They are supposed to be characterized by their potential to measure discourse skills,

some of which may relate to or even incorporate syntactic or semantic features but

most manifest pragmatic features.

As Brown and Yule (1983) nicely put it, "Doing discourse' certainly involves

doing syntax and semantics, but it primarily consists of 'doing pragmatics." (26)

Based on Halliday and Hasan, doing discourse analysis essentially involves

examining the actual words and phrases that create cohesive ties. Discourse analysis

can thus yield an insight into the way items are constructed in a cloze test. It is worth

noting that density and category of cohesive ties can vary from text to text and so

selection of the source text needs careful consideration because this can have a great

impact on the item generation. Discourse analysis will help the test constructor
determine not only what words to delete but also whether or not the text is appropriate

for test construction. Rhetoricians and textlinguists have reached a consensus that text

genres assume particular writing conventions (Grabe & Kaplan, 1996). Basically, we

should use a text with the typical textual structure of its genre. This principle needs to

be followed in order to insure adequate representation of the test items. Cloze item

generation actually starts from selecting an appropriate source text and discourse
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analysis helps the item constructor accomplish this task.

Could discourse analysis prove to be a systematic and feasible approach to cloze

item generation? I hold that we can be confident about this. One more example may

help shed light on this question, and I will present one more discourse analysis to

illustrate how it could serve as a useful approach to doze item generation. It should be

noted that the term "discourse analysis" has come to be used in a way particularly

concerned with issues related to language comprehension and processing. Let's take a

look at the following passage. Again, for the ease of discussion and analysis, each

sentence is assigned an identifying number.

The science of proxemics has identified four main distances at which

Americans interact with each other (1). Each of these zones has a close and

distant phase (2). First, there is the intimate zone (3). The close phase of this

zoneactual physical contact to about 6 inchesis used only with our
loved ones in such private activities as patting a child on the head or kissing

(4). The distant phase-6 to 18 inchesis appropriate for very close friends

but not for casual acquaintances (5). The next zone is the personal zone (6).

Its close phase is roughly 18 inches to 2.5 feet, the distance family members

stand from each other (7). The distant phase, which extends to about 4 feet,

is common in a conversation among friends (8). The third zone is the social

zone, which is typical of business dealings (9). Colleagues at work use close

social distance (4 to 7 feet) (10). The distant phase (7 to 12 feet) is

automatically adopted in more formal circumstancesfor example, when

newly introduced people are assessing each other, or when a low-level

employee is called into the boss's office (11). Finally, there is the public zone,

which is used on the most formal public occasions (12). The more important

the speaker is, the further people stand from him or her (13). This zone can

extend to 25 feet and beyond (14). (Arnaudet & Barrett, 1990; pp. 54-55)

Scanning the whole text, an efficient English reader will notice that the text

exemplifies the discourse norm of enumeration. The writer develops a coherent

enumerative process by starting with a general class and then proceeding to break it

down, listing its parts. The writer follows a regular pattern of enumeration and fully

employs listing signals. It is worth noting that the writer applies two techniques for

signaling in the discourse. One is to employ a listing signal and a comma, followed by

a full sentenceas in sentences (3) and (12). The other is to employ the listing signal

and enumerator as the subject of the sentenceas in sentences (6) and (9).

Technique 1:
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Listing Signals

[ First, there is the intimate zone.

Finally, there is the public zone, which is used on the most formal occasions.

Full Sentence

Technique 2:

Listing Signals Enumerator

11F Ilr

The next zone is the personal zone.[ _

The third zone is the social zone, which is typical of business dealings.

Ilr

Subject

Now I will analyze the text in detail and examine how cohesion is achieved. The

first sentence introduces the topic of the discourse straightforwardly. The words these

zones in sentence (2) refer back (are anaphoric) to four main distances in the
preceding sentence. Sentence (2) suggests how the discourse will be organized and the

topic words zone, close, distant, and phase in the sentence are repeated in the
following sentences throughout the discourse, constituting the cohesive chains.
Sentence (3) starts with the listing signal First to link this sentence with the preceding

sentences. In sentence (4), the phrase this zone refers back to the intimate zone in the

preceding sentence. Also, since sentence (4) is quite long, it is necessary for us to

examine the intrasentential links of the sentence, because "much good discourse
analysis recognises the links between discourse organisation and grammatical choice"

(McCarthy, 1991; p38). The embedded elements inserted between the pair of
dashes--actual physical contact to about 6 inches--refer to the close phase. Besides, in

this sentence the word such collocates with as, and the context patting ...head and

kissing facilitates the interpretation of private activities. As to sentence (5), the
embedded elements--6 to 18 inchesrefer to the distant phase. And the words but not

highlight contrast between close friends and casual acquaintances.

Since sentence (2) suggests the enumerative genre of the discourse, the reader

can ascertain that sentence (4) and sentence (5) are written to support sentence (2) and

to elaborate sentence (3). In fact this pattern is recurrently followed so that four main

distances/zones are illustrated in a cohesive manner. The text is highly patterned, and

the writer embeds the patterns within the overall structure of the text. The reader can

identify the boundary of each segment/zone by means of the listing signals such as

First, The next zone, The third zone, and Finally. Grasping the structure of the text
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segment of the first zone, the reader is well equipped to comprehend the other

segments.

Let's proceed now to briefly analyze the next text segment--sentences (6), (7),

and (8). The writer brings into focus the second zone--the personal zonein sentence

(6) and defines specifically its two members in sentence (7) and sentence (8),

respectively.

When the reader proceeds, he/she can easily identify the segment that illustrates

the third zonesentences (9), (10), and (11). In sentence (9) the relative pronoun

which is used to introduce an adjective clause as a modifier. In both sentence (10) and

sentence (11), the parentheses fulfill the same function as the dashes do in sentence (4)

and sentence (5)--to provide additional information. We continue now to examine the

intrasentential links of the longest sentence in the text, sentence (11). The dash allows

the writer to enumerate specific examples; thus the informative examples in this

sentence facilitate the interpretation of the words more formal circumstances.

Lastly, via the signal Finally, the reader can recognize that the last segment/zone

begins with sentence (12). Unlike the previous segments, in which two members of

the general class--the close phase and the distant phase of the zone--are respectively

defined, this segment only defines the general class. This segment identifies the

appropriate range of the distance/zone but blurs the distiriction between the

close/distant phases. The writer does so based on the socio-cultural knowledge

(concerning social interaction). In sentence (13), the comparative phrase more

important in the first clause presupposes a comparative form (of an adverb) in the

latter and the socio-cultural knowledge effects the lexical choice of the further. The

word beyond in the last sentence is anaphoric to further in the preceding sentence and

a semantic relationship is established between these two sentences, making the text

lexically cohesive.
Based on the above discourse analysis, I now present a constructed doze test as

follows.

Example 4:

The science of proxemics has identified four main distances at which Americans

interact with each other. Each of these zones has a close and distant phase. First, there

is the intimate zone. The close phase of this zoneactual physical contact to about 6

inchesis used only with our loved ones in 1 private activities as patting a

child on the head or kissing. The distant phase-6 to 18 inchesis appropriate for

very close friends but not for casual acquaintances. 2 is the personal zone. Its

close phase is roughly 18 inches to 2.5 feet, the distance family members stand from

each other. The distant phase, which extends to about 4 feet, is common in a
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conversation among friends. The third zone is the social zone, 3 is typical of
business dealings. Colleagues at work use close social distance (4 to 7 feet). The
distant phase (7 to 12 feet) is automatically adopted in more formal 4 for
example, when newly introduced people are assessing each other, or when a low-level

employee is called into the boss's office. 5 , there is the public zone, which is

used on the most formal public occasions. The more important the speaker is, 6

people stand from him or her. This zone can extend to 25 feet and beyond.

1. (A) so (B) these (C) many (D) such
2. (A) Second, (B) The next zone (C) Then, (D) The other zone

3. (A) it (B) this (C) which (D) what

4. (A) circumstances (B) dresses (C) behaviors (D) performances

5. (A) Initially (B) Originally (C) Totally (D) Finally

6. (A) so far (B) the longer (C) the further (D) and distantly

At this point we can see that the above test adopts Storey's (1997) position that

the discourse cloze test largely concentrates on cohesive devices and rhetorical
markers. The deletion procedure is based on the discourse analysis. Besides, the

distractors, constructed with a view to rendering them functional, or plausible, were

also designed on the basis of the discourse analysis. The construct validity of the

above cloze is thus supported because "If a test is constructed in accordance with a

relevant theory, then it has construct validity." (Ingram, 1974; p 330) This claim
reflects the traditional concept of validity, which focuses on the observable
characteristics of the item itself. However, the examinees do not necessarily achieve

the test writer's intended purposes in the actual test-taking process. Thus current
thinking about test validity also involves the examinees' test-taking process itself (e.g.,

Storey, 1997; Sasaki, 2000). Because of page limit, this study does not further explore

the examinees' test-taking process. This results in the limitation of the present study.

On the whole, this section demonstrates that discourse analysis can help generate

discourse-oriented cloze items. Finally, it is worth noting that in Item 3 of Example 3

as well as Item 2 and Item 6 of Example 4, a phrase instead of a word is deleted. So

far as this practice is concerned, Yang (1996) remarked, "The practice of deleting a

phrase instead of a word ... obviously violates the fundamental principle of the cloze

procedure, thus jeopardizing its construct validity." (65) He cited a sample from the

1993 JCEE English testItem 27 as shown belowand commented that deleting the

phrase instead of rendered the item a measure of a discrete-point skill: the knowledge

of the idiom instead of He argued that items involving deleted phrases failed to tap

the examinee's ability to use textual cues. However, I do not agree with Yang. Let's

first take a look at the text and the item:
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Each of your fingertips has many tiny lines.

For thousands of years, people have known that no two people have the

same fingerprints. Long, long ago, people used fingerprints 27

signatures as a way of identifying themselves. About a hundred years ago,

fingerprinting began to be used as a way to identify people who committed

crimes. Today, we can make computers look at the fingerprints of people to

identify them.

27. (A) instead of (B) as a result of (C) by means of (D) on account of

It is the design of the alternatives rather than the deletion strategy that should
account for this item's failure to demand the examinee's ability to use textual cues

because none of the distractors are plausible. In fact, not only the deletion strategy but

also the alternative design will affect the type of test construct. In my view, deleting

the individual word instead (or, of) will not make a better item than deleting the

phrase. But if the phrase "as well as" (or "in addition to") is juxtaposed along with

instead of in the alternative list, the examinee will be forced to process larger context

and to clarify the intersentential relationship, or at least to activate the pragmatic
knowledgebackground knowledge of the real world. As the cited text indicates, the

alternative as well as/in addition to might be plausiblethe phrase fits the stem
(syntactically correct and semantically acceptable) but does not fit the text under

discussion. This suggests that the juxtaposition of as well as/in addition to in the

alternatives could make the deletion of the phrase instead of as a measure of
examinees' discourse knowledge as well as lexical knowledge.

The above discussion reflects Alderson's (1979) view:

"The fact that the procedure does not delete phrases or clauses must limit its

ability to test more than the immediate environment, since individual words

do not usually carry textual cohesion and discourse coherence (with the
obvious exception of cohesive devices like anaphora, lexical repetition and

logical connectors." (225)

CONCLUSION
The deletion strategy (and the alternative design for the multiple-choice doze)

will decide the item-generation approach to a rational doze. Among three cloze
item-generation approaches, the syntactic-oriented approach focuses on the syntactic

aspect of the written language and the lexical-oriented approach concentrates on the

lexical dimension. These two approaches tend to yield items measuring low-level
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linguistic competence. In contrast, the discourse-oriented approach could yield items

that also measure high-level processing skills. This does not necessarily mean that the

discourse-oriented approach is superior to the other two approaches. What is
emphasized in this study is the fact that different item-generation approaches can

implement different types of test construct. When constructing a cloze procedure, the

test writer should decide which approach to adopt according to the testing goal. After

writing the test, the constructor needs to put himself/herself into the role of the
examinee, go through the test-taking process, and carefully examine the cognitive

demands required to respond to the item.

Discourse analysis can be useful to English testers in generating cloze items. It

helps the test constructor assess whether a target text is a deviant or a conventional

type of discourse, thus helping him/her make a good choice of text selections. It also

helps the test constructor investigate cohesive ties of the text selection; thus assisting

him/her to determine which elements could be constructed as cohesive doze items. In

brief, discourse analysis can be helpful in generating discourse-oriented doze items.

This paper suggests that English teachers and item writers should be aware that

deletions of words/phrases in a cloze test must be well justified. It is hoped that this

paper will invite language testers' constant attention to the issue of validity and that

discourse skills will receive increased attention in English teaching and testing. While

this study examines test validity focusing on the intrinsic factor of a task, one
perspective which has been somewhat neglected is that of the examinee. It is

recommended that further research be aimed at investigating the examinee's actual

test-taking process. A think-aloud protocol or an introspective interview could be

adopted to access information about the examinee's cognitive process.
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Investigation of Test-takers' Views on Difficulty at Task level:
A Case Study of GEPT-Intermediate Spoken Performance

Row-Whei Wu

Language Training & Testing Center

Abstract
This study investigated test-takers' views on the difficulty of the tasks employed in

the speaking component of the GEPT Intermediate Test (k aAVir ), a

tape-mediated test. Some 289 GEPT test-takers completed a post-test questionnaire,

providing feedback on difficulty at task level. In particular, various variables

associated with performance conditions, such as planning time and response time

were investigated based on test-takers' responses. In addition, relationships between

the test-takers' responses and their varying proficiency levels were investigated. The

test-takers' views are of interest to the test developers, who wish to ensure that the

test is appropriate for all test-takers. Test-takers' views may also be of use in

improving task design in the GEPT Speaking Test.

Key Words: performance conditions, task difficulty, test development, test of spoken

English

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
This investigation takes up Norris' (1998) call to examine task difficulty when

designing tasks for performance-based assessment in order to provide more
comprehensive evidence for sequencing of task difficulty. Weir (1993) described tasks

in terms of a set of language operations and performance conditions. This view of
describing task difficulty has the advantage to the test developer in that it can be used

as an aid to task development and task evaluation. Skehan (1996) suggested that task
difficulty should be based on an assessment of the contributions of variables related to
processing components: code complexity, cognitive complexity, and communicative
demand. The difficulty components can act as a useful means for identifying ability

requirements and task characteristics that are inherent in L2 tasks. Thus, variables
which affect difficulty can be estimated by identifying these components within a
given task.

The GEPT is a five-level criterion-referenced test recently developed for national

use in Taiwan. The GEPT-Intermediate Speaking Test, investigated in this study
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(Appendix A), is a tape-mediated test, and contains the following tasks: Reading

Aloud (I), Answering Questions 1-5 (IIA), Answering Questions 6-10 (JIB), and

Picture Description (III). In this investigation, to identify variables affecting the

difficulty of the tasks in the GEPT-Intermediate Speaking Test, the following issues

were addressed:

1. Task Difficulty Sequence

To confirm the hypothesis that the sequence of task difficulty as perceived by the

test-takers is similar to the sequence created when designing the test

2. Code Complexity
Whether the test-takers understood vocabulary and sentence structures appearing in

each of the tasks

3. Cognitive Complexity

The degree to which the test-takers considered their test performance to be affected

by their familiarity with the setting of the picture used in Picture Description (III)

4. Communicative Demand

The degree to which the test-takers considered their test performance to be affected

by the length of time given to them to plan and to perform the task; other conditions

under which planning takes place, for example, guided planning vs. unguided

planning, were also investigated

5. Variables related to taped speakers

Whether the test-takers felt it was easier to understand a male speaker or a female

speaker

METHOD
For this study, 289 test-takers, who attended the last session of the operational

test administered in September 2000, were asked to respond to a questionnaire
immediately after they completed the test. The questionnaire, written in Chinese,

contained 20 multiple-choice questions and one open-ended question (Appendix

B-translation).
The test-takers were divided into three groups according to their scores: 44 in the

high level group (scores ranging from 90 to 100), 141 in the medium level group

(scores ranging from 70 to 89) and 104 in the low level group (scores ranging from 40

to 69). This sample was found to be representative of the entire population of
test-takers who had taken the operational test. Test-takers' responses to Items 3, 4, 5, 6,

10, 11, and 21 (open-ended questions) are not included in this paper; however, they

will be addressed in a follow-up study.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The test-takers' responses to the questionnaire are presented below with
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discussion.
Questionnaire Results for Items 1, 7, 8, 14

Questionnaire Items 1, 7, 8, and 14 were designed to elicit test-takers' views on
the task difficulty of each of the four tasks in the speaking test, and to see whether or
not the degree of task difficulty they perceived was the same or different from the
degree of task difficulty in the sequence created when designing the test. The four
tasks, in sequence, are Reading Aloud (I), Answering Questions 1-5 (IIA), Answering
Questions 6-10 (IIB), and Picture Description (III). Percentage responses for these
items are given in Table 1 below. Responses are in total by all proficiency levels.

Table 1

Questionnaire Results for Items 1, 7, 8, 14

Options
_

Q1(1) Q7(IIA) Q8(a9 Q14(11)
Easy 63% 18% 8% 9%

Just about right 36% 68% 61% 50%

Difficult 1% 14% 31% 41%

For Questionnaire Items 1, 7, 8, and 14, the intention was co determine whether
test-takers felt the test tasks progressed from easier to more difficult as in the
sequence designed in the test. Ninety-nine percent of the respondents indicated that
they considered Reading Aloud (I) to be easy or just about right; 86% of the
respondents considered Answering Questions 1-5 (IIA) to be easy or just about right;
69% of the respondents considered Answering Questions 6-10 (IIB) to be easy or just
about right; and 59% of the respondents indicated that they considered Picture
Description (III) to be easy or just about right. Furthermore, these views of task
difficulty were repeated across high, medium, and low proficiency test-takers, as
shown in Table 2 below.
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Table 2

Breakdown of Responses by Proficiency Level

Proficiency
Level

High Medium Low

Options 1 7 8 14 1 7 8 14 I 7 8 14

(I) (h1A) (IM) OM (I) (IIA) (ilB) (IH) 0IA (M3) (11)

Easy 80% 34% 25% 14% 62% 18% 6% 9% 57% 12% 4% 6%

Just about right 18% 61% 59% 59% 36% 69% 65% 46% 43% 69%- 56% 52
%

Difficult 2% 5% 16% 27% 1% 13% 29% 43% 0% 19% 40% 42
%

Unanswered 0 0 0 0 1% 0 0 2% 0 0 0 0

It is noteworthy that approximately 30% of the test-takers in the high level group
thought that Picture Description (III) was difficult. Further research is needed to
determine the factors influencing test-takers' perception of difficulty in this task.

Questionnaire Results for Items 2, 12, 19, 20
Questionnaire Items 2, 12, 19, and 20 were intended to elicit test-takers' views on

the length of time given to prepare for and to perform each of the tasks. Percentage
responses for these questions are given in Table 3 below. Responses are in total by all

proficiency levels.
Table 3

Questionnaire Results for Items 2, 12, 19, 20

Questionnaire Items 2 12 19 20
Plan or perform/Task

*a

Planif PerforM/11 Plun/III Perform/III

Too long 3% 21% 3% 33%

Sufficient 70% 57% 45% 50%

Not sufficient 27% 22% 52% 16%

Unanswered 0 0 0 1%

For Questionnaire Items 2, 12, 19, and 20 on the time given to prepare for and to
perform tasks, a total of 70% of the respondents indicated that the time provided to
prepare for Reading Aloud (I) was sufficient; 57% indicated that the time provided to
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complete Answering Questions 1-5 and 6 - 10 (IIA & IIB) was sufficient; 45%

responded that the length of time given to prepare in Picture Description (III) was
sufficient; and 50% responded that the length of time provided to complete the picture

description was sufficient.
As for the other options, a marked number of respondents indicated that the time

provided was either "too long" or "not sufficient." For example, over 30% of the
respondents felt that too much time was provided to complete the picture description,
while 52% of the respondents felt that not enough time was provided to prepare for
the picture description. Table 4 provides a breakdown of the responses to these

questions arranged according to proficiency level.

Table 4

Breakdown of Responses by Proficiency Level

Proficiency Level High. Meclitun ', Low

uestionnaire Items 2 12 1 9 20 2 12 19 20 2 12 19 2

Plan or
Perform/

Task
tions

Plan/I Per-
form
/II

p an
/III

Per-
form
/III

Plan
11

Per-
form
/II

Plan Per-
form

Plan Per-
form

Plan
/III

Per-
form

/111

Too long 11% 20% 7% 36% 1% 20% 2% 30% 3% 21% 2% 35%

Sufficient 77% 52% 41% 50% 72% 57% 50% 50% 64% 58% 42% 50%

Not sufficient 11% 27% 52% 14% 27% 23% 48% 18% 33% 21% 56% 15%

Unanswered 1% 1% 0 0 0 0 0 2% 0 0 0 0

For Task I (Plan), 3% of the respondents indicated that the planning time

provided was too long. A breakdown of these responses according to proficiency level

indicates that 11% of the respondents in the high level group, 1% of those in the

medium level group, and 3 % of those in the low level group felt that the planning

time provided was too long. These results can be said to reflect the impatience of

respondents in the high level group with what they considered to be an easy task, and

the satisfaction of respondents in the medium and low level groups, who felt that the

amount of planning time provided matched their requirements.

For Tasks IIA and 118 (Performance), 22% of the respondents indicated that the

time provided to complete Answering Questions 1 - 5 and 6 - 10 (Tasks IIA and 1111)

was not sufficient. A breakdown of these responses by proficiency level shows that

27% of the respondents in the high level group, 23% of those in the medium level

group, and 21% of those in the low level group felt that not enough time was provided.

It seems noteworthy that more high level than medium or low level respondents felt

that the time provided to complete Tasks IIA and 11B was not sufficient. A possible
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explanation is that these high level test-takers, who possessed better fluency and
overall speaking ability than the medium and low level ones, did not feel that they
were able in the time provided to fully express themselves. In other words, the given
amount of time did not allow them to communicate everything they wanted to say.
They may have also felt that the more they could say in answering the questions, the
better their score would be. The medium and low level test-takers, on the other hand,
may have felt more satisfied overall with the amount of time provided. That is, they
may have felt that they were able during that time to say everything that their more
limited ability allowed them to. Some of them may also have felt that the less they
said in answering the questions, the better, since longer responses would likely
include more errors that would lower their score.

For test developers, it is always difficult to decide on the proper amount of time
needed to perform a task. Providing insufficient time may impose unnecessary stress
on high level test-takers and consequently, affect their performance. However, if the
time given is too long, this will impose stress on low proficiency test-takers. This
tension becomes even more obvious in the context of a tape-mediated speaking test, in
which the time provided for speaking is fixed for every test-taker no matter what
his/her proficiency level is. This amount of time cannot be adjusted in accordance
with the test-taker's performance as it can in oral proficiency interview (OPI) testing.
Therefore, time availability is a critical and highly influential variable in task
performance, particularly in the simulated oral proficiency interview (SOPI) context,
which the GEPT-Intermediate speaking test employs.

As for the amount of planning time (30 seconds) provided for Picture
Description (III), 52% of the respondents indicated that it was not sufficient. A
breakdown of their responses based on their levels of proficiency shows that 52% of
the respondents in the high level group, 48% of those in the medium level group, and
56% of those in the low level group felt that the amount of planning time was not
sufficient. It appears that the test-takers in the medium level group felt more satisfied
with the amount of planning time. Surprisingly, the high level group had the second
highest percentage of respondents who indicated that the planning time was not
sufficient. This result could be related to high expectations they may have had of their
own performance. They may have been concerned that the anxiety they felt as a result

of the limited planning time affected their performance on the test. The test-takers in
the low group, on the other hand, may have felt that they needed more time to think
about the topic and plan what they wanted to say.

For Task III (Performance), generally speaking, the test-takers showed

satisfaction with the performance time. It is worth noting, however, that 33% of the
respondents who felt that the performance time (1.5 minutes) was too long. A
breakdown of the responses by level of proficiency shows that 36% of the respondents
in the high level group, 30% of those in the medium level group, and 35% of those in
the low level group felt that the performance time was too long. The high proficiency
test-takers may have needed much less time to perform the task than the low
proficiency ones and, subsequently, felt that the amount of performance time provided
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was excessive. The low level test-takers, meanwhile, may have felt that more
performance time was provided than they could actually use due to their lower
proficiency, which could lead to "dead time" after they finished talking.

Questionnaire Results for Item 9
Questionnaire Item 9 was designed to elicit test-takers' views on the degree of

task difficulty if each question in Answering Questions (II) was played only once.
Percentage responses for Questionnaire Item 9 are given in Table 5 below.

Table 5

Questionnaire Results for Item 9

Ptoficiency Le Niel H M L Total

Options

The difficulty will decrease. 2% 4% 7% 4%

The difficulty will increase. 68% 73% 77% 74%

The difficulty will not change. 30% 23% 16% 22%

A total of 74% of the respondents in all proficiency levels felt that the degree of
task difficulty would increase if each question in Answering Questions was played
only once. A breakdown by proficiency level shows that 68% of the respondents in
the high level group, 73% of those in the medium level group, and 77% of those in the
low level group felt that the difficulty would increase. These results reflect the
proficiency of the test-takers in each group: the lower the proficiency level, the higher
the percentage of test-takers who felt that the difficulty would increase. This is
understandable since test-takers at all levels generally prefer to hear a test question
twice. High proficiency test-takers can confirm their understanding of the question
when they hear it the second time; low proficiency test-takers, on the other hand, may
need to hear the question twice in order to grasp its meaning. Furthermore, all
test-takers can use the extra moments provided by repetition of the question to prepare
their answer. Repeating the question compensates for the lack of opportunity in a
SOPI-like test for test-takers to request repetition or ask for clarification, which is
provided in the OPI context (Wigglesworth, 1997). The results obtained here confirm

the need to repeat the questions.

Questionnaire Results for Item 13
Questionnaire Item 13 is designed to elicit test-takers' views on whether a male

speaker or a female speaker is easier to understand. The percentage responses are
given in Table 6 below.
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Table 6
Questionnaire Results for Item 13

Proficiency Level

Options

Female

Male

No difference

Unanswered

23% 33% 24% 28%

0% 4% 6% 4%

77% 63% 69% 67%

0 0 1% 1%

Although most of the test-takers felt that male and female speakers were equally
easy to understand, it is noteworthy that approximately 30% of the respondents across
all proficiency levels felt that a female speaker was easier for them to understand than
a male speaker. This result could reflect a perception among these test-takers that a
female voice is clearer, friendlier and more pleasant to listen to. While the overall
results support the view that the gender of the speaker does not markedly affect test
difficulty, the reasons why some test-takers prefer a female speaker should be
explored in future studies.

Questionnaire Results for Item 15
Questionnaire Items 15 and 16 were designed to find out whether test-takers

considered their degree of familiarity with the setting in the picture used in Picture
Description (III) affected the difficulty of the task. The percentage responses are given

in Tables 7 and 8 below.

Table 7
Questionnaire Results for Item 15

Proficiency Level

Options

Familiar

Unfamiliar

Unanswered

41% 46% 42% 44%

57% 54% 56% 55%

2% 0 2% 1%

In response to Item 15 on how the setting in the picture appeared to the
test-takers, 44% of the respondents over all proficiency levels indicated that the
setting was familiar, while 55% of the respondents across all levels indicated that the
setting was unfamiliar.

If the premise is that stress in test-takers will be reduced if they are familiar with
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the setting, then the finding that 55% of these respondents across all levels felt the
setting was unfamiliar indicates that the setting used in this picture does not achieve
the goal of reducing stress in test-takers.

Table 8
Questionnaire Results for Item 16

Proficiency Level H M L Total ,

Options

Strongly affected 55% 59% 61% 59%

Slightly affected 39% 34% 28% 33%

Not affected 6% 6% 11% 8%

Unanswered o 1% o o

In response to Item 16 on the degree to which test-takers considered their
performance to be affected by the familiarity of the setting in the picture, 59% of the
respondents over all levels felt that their performance was strongly affected. A
breakdown by proficiency level shows that 55% of the respondents in the high level
group, 59% of those in the medium level group, and 61% of those in the low level

group felt that their performance was strongly affected by the familiarity of the setting.

In sum, over half of the respondents across all levels believed that their performance
was affected by their lack of familiarity with the setting in the illustration. These
test-takers may have felt that their performance was affected because of the additional
cognitive effort that was required as they attempted to recall such a setting or relate it
to their personal experience. These results indicate the importance of carefully

selecting settings for use in Picture Description

Questionnaire Results for Item 17
Questionnaire Items 17 and 18 were designed to elicit test-takers' views on how

they felt about the guided questions provided in Chinese for Picture Description (Part
HI). The percentage responses are given in Tables 9 and 19.
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Table 9
Questionnaire Results for Item 17

Proficiency Level H M L Total

Options
Very helpful 30% 20% 23% 22%

Helpful 34% 40% 38% 39%

Not helpful 23% 35% 31% 32%

Not helpful at all 13% 4% 8% 7%

Unanswered 0 1% 0 0

For Item 17, a total of 61% of the respondents over all proficiency levels
indicated that the questions were either very helpful or helpful. If the aim of the
guided questions is to facilitate test-takers' planning by providing some guidance,
then test-takers should find them helpful. While positive feedback was gained from
61% of the test-takers, 32% of the respondents chose the "not helpful" option. Why
did 32% consider the guided question to be not helpful? One possibility is that the
questions were not worded in such a way as to really be helpful to these test-takers.
On the other hand, some high proficiency test-takers may have felt that they did not
need this help to perform the task. Test-takers' views on the effectiveness of guided
questions should be investigated in future research.

Table 10
Questionnaire Results for Item 18

Proficiency Level H M L Total': ,

Options

The difficulty will decrease. 14% 13% 15% 14%

The difficulty will increase. 16% 35% 41% 34%

The difficulty will not change. 68% 52% 43% 51%

Unanswered 2% o 1% 1%

For Item 18, on the extent to which test-takers felt the degree of difficulty would
change if the guided questions were in English, a total of 51% of the respondents over
all proficiency levels felt that the difficulty would not change. Breaking these
responses down based on proficiency level, 68% of the respondents in the high level

group, 52% of those in the medium level group, and 43% of those in the low level

group felt that the degree of difficulty would not change. These results can be
considered to reflect the proficiency of the test-takers: the lower the proficiency level,
the lower the percentage of test-takers who thought that the difficulty would not
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change. On the other hand, it is interesting that nearly half of the low-level test-takers
felt that the difficulty would not change. This challenges the test designers'
assumption that providing questions in Chinese would reduce the level of code
complexity and, therefore, the difficulty of the task. It also points out the need to look
for other variables besides language that affect task difficulty.

CONCLUSION
By means of a post-test questionnaire, this study investigated test-takers' views

on task difficulty in the GEPT-Intermediate speaking test and tried to determine
variables affecting task difficulty. In addition, relationships between test-takers' views
on task difficulty and their varying proficiency levels were discussed. The findings are

summarized below.

1. The GEPT test-takers' overall perception of the task difficulty sequence
paralleled the designed sequence. Further, this overall view of task difficulty

was repeated across proficiency levels.
2. As for the amount of planning time given for tasks, the test-takers' responses

can be said to reflect their levels of proficiency. However, the degree of task

difficulty can be considered an influential factor affecting test-takers' need for
time to plan. For example, in Task I, Reading Aloud, which is considered an
easy task, the responses of test-takers in the high level group seem to reflect
their impatience with the planning time, which they considered to be too long.
On the other hand, the rest of the test-takers indicated that they were satisfied

with the amount of time provided, which they apparently needed to plan the
task. Turning to Task III, Picture Description, which is considered the most
difficult task in the GEPT speaking test, the questionnaire responses indicated
that a marked number of test-takers at both the high and low levels felt that the

amount of planning time provided was not sufficient. We believe that although

more test-takers in both the high and low level groups felt the need for a
longer planning time, their reasons were probably different. More proficient
test-takers tend to have higher expectations of their performance; as a result,
they may believe that they can perform better if they are given more time for
planning. In contrast, less proficient test-takers may feel the need for more
time to process language during the planning time. A retrospective study on
how test-takers utilize the planning time provided for tasks should be
conducted in the future to investigate whether these hypotheses are correct.

3. To lower the communicative demand imposed on the test-takers, each question

in Task II, Answering Questions, was played twice. The results confirm the
test developers' view that the task difficulty would increase if the question was

played only once. In a SOPI context, test-takers are not provided with any
opportunity to request repetition or ask for clarification as is the case in
real-life communication; therefore, it is desirable to compensate for this lack

1 001160.
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in the test. Playing the question a second time gives test-takers another
opportunity to either grasp its meaning or confirm their previous

understanding.
4. Although it was believed by the test developers that the gender of the taped

speaker was not a variable affecting task difficulty, quite a number of the
test-takers felt that a female speaker was easier for them to understand. The
reasons for this preference and the question of whether or not the gender of the
taped speaker affects task difficulty should be explored in future studies.

5. More than 50% of the respondents across all levels believed that their
performance had been affected by their lack of familiarity with the setting in
the picture in Task III, Picture Description. The results point out the need to
carefully choose illustration settings for the GEPT speaking test.

6. The guided questions in Task III, Picture Description, are intended to guide
test-takers as they plan the task. The results showed that 61% of the
respondents felt the guided questions were helpful. Despite the positive
feedback, it is also clear that 32% of the respondents did not feel the questions
were helpful. It was possible that the guided questions were not phrased
effectively and that there is room for improvement.

7. In general, the test-takers did not feel that Task III, Picture Description, would
be more difficult if the guided questions were given in English instead of
Chinese. However, the figures show that a quite marked number of
respondents (43%) at the low level goup thought that guided questions in
English would not change the degree of difficulty. This result is contrary to the
expectation of the test developers that providing questions in Chinese would
reduce the difficulty of the task. This also indicates the need to explore for
variables besides language that affect task difficulty.

In short, this study of questionnaire responses has provided some direction for
future improvement of the GEPT-Intermediate speaking test. More importantly, some
variables influencing task difficulty have been identified, and remain to be
investigated in future research.
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APPENDIX A

A Brief Introduction to GEPT-Intermediate Speaking Test

The actual test length for the speaking component of the GEPT-Intermediate Test

is about 15 minutes. The test-run itself is about 40 minutes, including explanation and

demonstration of how to operate the lab equipment. All rubrics are in Chinese, which

candidates can both see and hear. The speaking test is divided into three parts.

In the first part, Reading Aloud, candidates are given one minute to silently read

the two to three passages printed in the test paper. They are then given two minutes in

which they are to read the passages aloud. The text genres of the passages are mainly

narrative and expository. The vocabulary used within the passages is controlled within

the range with which high school graduates in Taiwan can be assumed to be familiar.

For the second part, Answering Questions, there are ten questions in this part,

each question being heard twice. In this part, for Questions 1 to 5, for each question,

candidates are given 15 seconds to complete an answer; for Questions 6 to 10, for

each question, candidates are given 30 seconds to complete an answer. The questions

are designed to elicit candidates' output in relation to various communicative
functions, such as giving personal information, giving directions, making comparisons,

apologizing, congratulating, and so on.

In the third part of the test, Picture Description, candidates see a picture
accompanied by three to four guided questions (written in Chinese) in their test paper.

They are given 30 seconds to look over the picture and questions. They are then given

1.5 minutes to complete a description of the picture.
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APPENDIX B

Questionnaire (translation)

Part I Reading Aloud

I. In general, how do you feel about the task you were asked to perform in Reading

Aloud?

A. Easy B. Just about right C. Difficult

2. In general, how do you feel about the amount of time (one minute) given to

prepare for this task?

A. Too long B. Sufficient C. Not sufficient

3. How does the vocabulary in the reading appear to you in general?

A. Easy B. Just about right C. Difficult

4. How do the sentence structures in the reading appear to you in general?

A. Easy B. Just about right C. Difficult

5. How do the topics in the reading appear to you?

A. Familiar B. Some are familiar and some are unfamiliar C. Not familiar

6. How do the text types appear to you?

A. Familiar B. Some are familiar and some are unfamiliar C. Not familiar

Part II Answering Questions

7. In general, how do you feel about the first five questions in this part?

A. Easy B. Just about right C. Difficult

8. In general, how do you feel about the last five questions in this part?

A. Easy B. Just about right C. Difficult

9. Do you think that if each question is played only ONCE, the task difficulty will

change?

A. I think that the difficulty will decrease.

B. I think that the difficulty will increase.
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C. I do not think that the difficulty will change.

10. How well do you understand the questions as they are worded?

A. Completely B. About 80% C. About 50% D. Below 50%

11. How do the topics appear to you?

A. Familiar B. Some are familiar and some are unfamiliar C. Not familiar

12. In general, how do you feel about the amount of time given to answer?

A. Too long B. Sufficient C. Not sufficient.

13. Which do you think is easier for you to understand, a male speaker or a female

speaker ?

A. Female B. Male C. No difference between a male and a female speaker

Part ifi Picture Description

14. How do you feel about what you were asked to do in Picture Description in

general?

A. Easy B. Just about right C. Difficult

15. How does the setting of the picture appear to you?

A. Familiar

B. Unfamiliar

16. Do you think that your performance was affected by how familiar you were with

the picture setting?

A. Strongly affected B. Slightly affected C. Not affected

17. Do you think that the guided questions provided are helpful?

A. Very helpful B. Helpful C. Not helpful D. Not helpful at all

18. Do you think that if the guided questions are in English, then the difficulty of the

task will change?

A. I think that the difficulty will decrease.

B. I think that the difficulty will increase.

C. I do not think that the difficulty will change.
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19. How do you feel about the planning time (30 seconds) provided?

A. Too long B. Sufficient C. Not sufficient

20. How do you feel about the amount of time you were given to answer (1.5 mins)?

A. Too long B. Sufficient C. Not sufficient

21. Please describe below what you did during the 30-second planning time?

. I 9
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